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Chapter 1: Short Introduction
Arab atheists and ex-Muslims have had a surge of confidence in
the latter part of the 2010s. This came in light as a revolt to the
actions of the Islamic State in Iraq and Syria (ISIS) and a series
of terrorist acts around the world. This revolt is not too
dissimilar to the revolt that followed Shia terrorist attacks in the
early and mid-1980. But the extent of it this time is far more
significant. It has dug deep into the foundation of the faith itself.
The revolt appears to be channelling a deep discontent with the
way the faith is perceived to be two-faced, deeply xenophobic,
and incompatible with the 21st-century humanity and morality
standards. A big part of this confidence to challenge the faith and
to speak out has come from the anonymity that is provided by
the use of the internet and social media.
In this book, we attempt to categorise the different arguments,
the memes and some key text evidence used by these social
media users. This is going to be a unique reflection on an era that
we believe will be studied in the future as a historic turning point
in Islam’s history as the traditionalist fight to preserve 1400
years of traditions against a tide of Muslims embarrassed by the
behaviours portrait by their fundamentalist. Make no mistake,
this surge in discontent represents a challenge to the faith that
has never come to light or been so powerful since it first came
about, some 1400 years ago. We are attempting to preserve
these records from being forever lost.
In our quest, we reviewed seven ex-Muslim atheist pages on
Facebook and Instagram. However, we have diverted on many
occasions where links were shared from personal pages and
public pages on all the topics listed below.
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We should make it clear that criticism of fundamentalists or
extremists may not be something new. This was the starting
point as for many years, Muslims and even the most moderate of
Muslims, would not dare to be critical of conservatives or
extremist, not in public anyway. But things have moved on
significantly between 2015 to 2020. We can report that the
argument has moved to focus on the faith as a whole, starting
with the foundation of it, the morality of Muhammad himself and
the Quran. Very few people would ever contemplate this shift. So
much so, that even the most moderates of Muslims are now
under attack for believing in the fringes of Islam.
We have reviewed over five thousand memes shared online. For
every category, we assessed the top most powerful posts and
memes. We picked these based in part on their shocking factor,
the number of shares, and how often they appeared online. We
then list a series of memes that are also used for that argument.
These categories are:
Ramadan posts that talked about the process of fasting. These
posts are light-hearted, but also focus on the hypocrisy of some
of moderates and fundamentalists. Same could be said about the
Sunni versus Shia posts. Sunni versus Shia versus mostly
ridicule their historic infighting and the relevance of it in this
century.
The Satire section of the posts takes the pressure up a bit.
Satirical posts are factual post that pokes fun on what Islam
considers acceptable behaviour, but it does not sense when
assessed against standards accepted behaviour. A dominant
theme transpires focusing on what users perceive as the
hypocrisy of faith.
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Brainwashing, of following one faith blindly, could have come
under satirical posts, but it is significant in its own right to be a
separate category. This category focuses more on radicalisation
aspects of Islam.
The common response from moderate users is simply: “Do not
judge Islam by what some Muslim people do.” But it is down to
the reader to judge who wins these arguments.
Science posts refer to scientific errors in the Quran and the
Hadith. It covers everything from cosmology, medical science,
and biology. These are probably the most contentious posts
debated online. Islam, and Muslims, take pride significant pride
in verses or Hadith that explains scientific facts. For many
Muslims, especially moderate Muslims, it is the main evidence
that Allah and the Quran are true. So, any scientific discredit to a
verse in the Quran is vigorously attacked.
Posts discussing Islamic history are far few and in between, and
in many cases discussing discrepancies between what Muslims
are told and what actually happened.
The religion of Peace posts can best be characterised as hardhitting satirical posts that attempt to question such claims. We
have avoided posts that show gruesome images, and instead, we
focused on historic or Quranic and Hadith evidence.
This section leads us nicely into various concerns about the
Quran and Hadith that examine Islamic teaching themselves.
From this point, the topics that we classify are highly
contentious in Muslim and Arab culture. Slavery in Islam is one
of these touchy topics, as very few Muslims are aware of their
past. The topic of Women’s Right homes in on cultural taboos,
examining terms as women’s place, powers, and role. That is
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contrasted with Morality, or what is perceived as a maledominated culture where men can get away with murder.
The Afterlife category, the topic focuses on the element of the
Islamic promises be that rewards and punishment for those who
comply or rejects the faith, respectively.
Finally, we conclude with Quotes. These are mostly from exMuslims but also include secular and non-Muslim.
For none Muslims reading this book, this is going to be an eyeopener. But for moderate and observant Muslims, this is going
to be shocking and easily classified as blasphemous. You are
welcomed to challenge it and seek to go online to address it. For
now, this book intends to record it in its current state before it
gets lost forever.
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Sunni versus Shia
We are supposed to be brothers in Islam. But that is just bullshit.
Most Muslims who die from terrorism or war conflicts are not
Muslims versus none Muslims but Muslims versus Muslims.
Civil wars:
- Syria
- Yemen
- Iraq
- Afghanistan
- Libya
- Somalia
- Mali
Add to that terrorist attacks in nearly every Islamic country!
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Muhammad warned his Umma not to fight each other, not to split, not
to become (using a variety of condescending words) like Christianity!
But no sooner he died from the poison, there were large groups who
left Islam. Omar declared war on them and killed a large group of them
- officially making it a capital punishment to leave Islam.
And the fighting on who should lead the Umma started. Here is a
fun competition that demonstrates the peaceful nature of Islam. Beside
Abu Bakr (who was lucky to die of natural causes just after two years
of becoming a Khalifa), Umar (assassinated), Othman (assassinated)
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and finally Ali who waited forever for his term had to fight Aysha in the
battle of the Camel that resulted in some 10,000 deaths of Muslim on
Muslim killings only to be (assassinated).
This war of power lasted among Muslims for many centuries i.e. Ali and
Hassan vs Mariyah, Hussain vs Yazid etc until #Otman #caliphate.
Now let us forget all this. Instead let us blame the CIA, western
intelligence, and Zionists for terrorism, fundamentalism, and resort to
violence in Islam. Hurraaayy, not out problem. 😎
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_caliphs
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Battle_of_the_Camel
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Ramadan
Ramadan is coming soon, and my brothers and sisters who "pretend"
they look forward to it. But feel for those living in the pole.
According to Islamic laws set out in the Qur'an, the keeping and
breaking of a fast are related to times of sunrise and sunset which do
not occur near the Poles as they would on other places on the Earth.
As we get closer to the North or South Pole, the day or night might
extend for up to several months each. At the North Pole itself, daylight
and darkness last for more than six months at a time.
"Why do you think Islam did not take into consideration Muslim
astronauts
and
Muslims
living
near
the
Poles?"
We can understand some 7th-century desert dwellers not knowing
about the poles or believing that Muslims would someday end up in
space, but an omniscient being should have known better. Whoever
made these rules either believed that the Earth is flat, or the Earth is
in a perfect perpendicular tilt relative to the Sun.
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Commentary:
All the intermittent fad diets we see do not reassemble Ramadan. My
brothers and sisters keep banging about that these diets resemble
15

Ramadan and are said to be healthy. But we have three MASSIVE
differences between intermittent diets and Ramadan fasting:
1. You are encouraged to drink water. Ramadan, you are not!
2. They are continual as needed, not fixed for one month.
3. They are intended for people who have weight problems, not
everyone!
Ramadan requires to fast daytime and eat as you want when sunset
has been proven SCIENTIFICALLY to be bad for you.
Here are the key problems:
Dehydration:
One study finds that incidences of dehydration increase during the
month of Ramadan:
Evidence of hemoconcentration and dehydration has been found
during Ramadan (El-Hazmi, Al-Faleh, & Al-Mofleh, 1987; Kayikcioglu
et al., 1999; Ramadan et al., 1999; Schmahl & Metzler, 1991; Sweileh
et al., 1992). Restricted fluid intake, leading to disturbance in the fluid
balance, is likely to cause these conditions. In the initial stages of
dehydration, the clinical signs are tachycardia, tiredness and malaise,
headaches and nausea. Middle-aged or more elderly persons are
usually more prone to the effects of dehydration (Schmahl & Metzler).
Dehydration is indicated by the increase of several serum biochemical
parameters (El-Hazmi et al., 1987; Ramadan et al., 1999; Schmahl &
Metzler, 1991; Sweileh et al., 1992). The increase in uric acid, however,
should especially be noted (El-Ati et al, 1995; El-Hazmi et al., 1987;
Fedail et al., 1982; Schmahl & Metzler, 1991), because hyperuricemia
is one of the known sequelae of prolonged fasting (Murphy & Shipman,
1963). Hyperuricemia is associated with a reduction in glomerular
filtration rate, decrease in uric acid clearance and alterations in the
renal transport of uric acid (Murphy & Shipman). During Ramadan,
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however, reports show that the increase in uric acid does not
excessively deviate from the normal range and studies have not
reported clinical gout (El-Hazmi et al., 1987; Fedail et al., 1982).
Increased uric acid is, therefore, unlikely to affect healthy individuals.
Weight Fluctuation:
The following study takes a look at the significant fluctuations in the
weight of individuals that occurs during the month of Ramadan,
primarily as a result of the metabolic changes that occur in the body.
Numerous studies have reported significant weight loss during
Ramadan (Adlouni, Ghalim, Benslimane, Lecerf, & Saile, 1997; Adlouni
et al., 1998; Fedail, Murphy, Salih, Bolton, & Harvey, 1982; Kayikcioglu,
Erkin, & Erakgun, 1999; Ramadan, Telahoun, Al-Zaid, & Barac-Nieto,
1999; Schmahl & Metzler, 1991; Sweileh, Schnitzler, Hunter, & Davis,
1992). The declines may result from water loss early in Ramadan and
loss of body fat during the later period (Sweileh et al., 1992). In fact,
we did find evidence of dehydration.
Loss of body fat would indicate the use of fat for energy production
during Ramadan (Husain, Duncan, Cheah, & Ch'ng, 1987; Ramadan et
al., 1999; Sweileh et al., 1992). In addition, researchers have found a
decreased heart rate and oxygen consumption during Ramadan
(Husain et al., 1987; Ramadan et al., 1999; Sweileh et al., 1992). These
findings suggest a metabolic adaptation to fasting. It seems that during
the Ramadan daylight hours - when no food or water is taken in - to
conserve stored energy, the metabolism slows down (Sweileh et al.,
1992).
Other studies, however, have reported no change in body weight
during Ramadan (El-Ati, Beji, & Danguir, 1995; Finch, Day, Razak,
Welch, & Rogers 1998; Maislos et al., 1993; Maislos, Abou-Rabiah,
Zuili, Iordash, & Shany, 1998). In fact, one study carried out in Saudi
Arabia reported a significant increase in body weight during Ramadan
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(Frost & Pirani, 1987). Such variations may be attributable to local
custom and food quality. In short, in Islamic communities - as
elsewhere - food habits vary according to geography, culture, and
socioeconomic factors (Musaiger, 1993; Rashed, 1992). Ramadan is a
special month and the variety of foods generally increases
(Karaagaoglu & Yucecan, 2000) so, during this period, richer meals
and special treats are not uncommon in households that can afford
them.
But as a person, I noticed two things that someone needs to study:
1. Stress Eating in Ramadan agitates people based on their
personalities. Those who stress eat, who tend to be fat, get fatter in
Ramadan. Those who lose appetite when stressed, tend to eat less at
the iftar and end up losing weight in Ramadan. Observe it!
2. Deaths in Ramadan! Go to your local graveyard and count how many
people die in Ramadan. In theory, it should be just 1/12th of the
graves. When I did it in my local graveyard it was 3/12. Especially in
the older graves, 30 years ago. Suggesting there are three times more
deaths in Ramadan! People, in the olden days, died from diabetes and
other medical conditions believing Ramadan makes them healthy.
That is before we learned how to diagnose these illnesses.
Allah, not great. Muhammad made it all up.
------
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Satire
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The euphoria one gets from praying and believing they are the centre of
the universe is well documented. It is not linked to one religion or faith.
Every person who believes in Quechua Amazonian tribes to Zoroastrian
who worships fire, experience it. See link below. But we suspect, if other
religions are some kind of addictive drug, Islam is the strong version of
it. We would group Islam at the same level as heroin.
https://www.wired.co.uk/article/mormons-experience-religion-likedrug-takers-feel-highs-neuroscientists-say
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Can you imagine!!! Haram... I need some 🍻 to wash away this dirty
thought... 😂😂😂
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where people who smoked weed and took opium believing to bring
them closer to God. According to the Yemenis, Muhammad used to
chew on Khat (a strong hallucinatory plant banned in many countries).
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And because they saw Muhammad chew it, Yemenis chew it. But we
see the best evidence of this in Muse's story. Muses had a direct
conversation with Allah next to a bush that is on fire. Cannabis bush
could be. But the story sounds very suspicious. 🔥 🚬🚬
According to Quran 20:9-19:
Musa departed for Egypt along with his family after completing the
time period. The Quran states that during their travel, as they stopped
near the Tur, Musa observed a fire and instructed the family to wait
until he returned with fire for them. When Musa reached the Valley of
Tuwa, God called out to him from the right side of the valley from a
tree, on what is revered as Al-Buq‘ah Al-Mubārakah (Arabic: الـبُـقـ َعـة
ـاركَـة
َ الـ ُمـ َب, "The Blessed Ground") in the Quran. Musa was commanded
by God to remove his shoes and was informed of his selection as a
prophet, his obligation of prayer and the Day of Judgment. Musa was
then ordered to throw his rod which turned into a snake and later
instructed to hold it. The Qur'an then narrates Musa being ordered to
insert his hand into his clothes and upon revealing it would shine a
bright light. God states that these are signs for the Pharaoh, and orders
Musa to invite Pharaoh to the worship of one God.
For anyone who ever smoked weed, I suspect they get this story 100%.
Not us. Smoking weed is Haram!
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We challenge anyone to give us a verse in the Quran that says "love to
all faiths". What you may get is Quran [109 1-6]
"Say: O disbelievers! I worship not that which ye worship;
Nor worship ye that which I worship.
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And I shall not worship that which
Nor will ye worship that which I worship.
Unto you your religion, and unto me my religion."
Quran 109:1-6

ye

worship.

And this is as best as it gets. This verse is from the early start of Islam,
known as Mecca verse.
While in Mecca, Muhammad's verses are calm, they are all like "... Hay
dude, come join me. Allah is the truth. Allah created everything. Come
follow me, like Jesus and Abraham before. If you do not, that is cool. It
is your loss but cool...."
But when Muhammad got to Madina and built up an extensive army,
the Quran tune changed completely to "Good Muslims don't drink, do
not mix with none believers, fight the Jihad... AND you kuffar are all
bastards, either you convert or I will kill you and Allah will stick you
like a kabab and fry you... etc".
These became known as Meccan verses and Madina verses. We have
our own theory here. Muhammad in Mecca was relying on his
maternal uncle Waraqah Ibn Nawfal, a priest in Christianity and
Judaism, to invent verses in the Quran. But in Madina Muhammad was
on his own. And he was very angry. But Allah should not be angry!
Allah must have known all this from the start. Nothing should have
surprised Him, especially if Allah knows the future. Now we all learned
something today.
Here is the source of Madina vs Mecca verses
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Medinan_surah
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Anyone who disagrees, need to ask themselves. In a world where diseases
nearly irradiated, generics, artificial Intelligence, space exploration.
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- How many people genuinely believe in the fairness of Shariah Law?
What do you do if you cut the hand of someone and then discover he was
innocent?
- How many people genuinely believe Islam is fair to women?
- How many people have actually read the Quran from cover to cover?
- How many people genuinely believe we should or even could live by the
Hadith?
- How many people believe having to say some abracadabra words when
we stand, yawn, sneeze, eat, walk up, enter the toilet... make any
difference?
- After all the shit we saw and see, from ISIS, al-Qaida, Bokoharam, and
Taliban... how many people genuinely believe Islam is a religion of peace?
If we cannot be even truthful with ourselves, how can we be truthful with
anyone else? Islam is a hope, turned into a wish, and turned into a blind
faith...
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Some of my brothers and sisters live on a parallel universe. They only
want to see what they want to see. You should see the #bullshit I have to
deal with every day.
29

To think that there are people in my country who SERIOUSLY believe
this rubbish. It is, if nothing, a sign of insecurity about the faith. If you
30

cannot beat them, just mock them, say they are jealous of you, and are
copying you. The school bullying mentality.
NASA is going to conspire against a 7th century book that thought the
moon emits its own light, not once but five times!!
Blessed be He Who hath placed in the heaven mansions of the stars, and
hath placed therein a great lamp and a moon giving light!"
Quran 25:61
O Prophet! Lo! We have sent thee as a witness and a bringer of good
tidings and a warner. And as a summoner unto Allah by His permission,
and as a lamp that giveth light.
Quran 33:45-46
And hath made the moon a light therein, and made the sun a lamp?
Quran 71:16
Allah is the Light of the heavens and the earth. The Parable of His Light is
as if there were a Niche and within it a Lamp: the Lamp enclosed in
Glass: the glass as it were a brilliant star: Lit from a blessed Tree, an
Olive, neither of the east nor of the west, whose oil is well-nigh
luminous, though fire scarce touched it: Light upon Light! Allah doth
guide whom He will to His Light: Allah doth set forth Parables for men:
and Allah doth know all things.
Quran 24:35
He it is Who appointed the sun a splendour and the moon a light, and
measured for her stages, that ye might know the number of the years,
and the reckoning. Allah created not (all) that save in truth. He detaileth
the revelations for people who have knowledge.
Quran 10:5
NASA does need this nonsense!! 😂🤣😂🤣
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Religion has always been a money making business where religious
authorities exploited the rich and the poor. Who pays the salaries of the
Sheikh? And why they are nearly always fat, have a big family, and free
home? They send their kids to best schools. Do they have another job?
Traditionally, when most of us Muslims were illiterate, we needed them
to read and explain the Quran for us. Now, their are books that do that and
Sheikh's roles have become "damage limitation", in beautifying the shit
32

that is in the Quran and Hadith. And blaming everyone else for the poor
outcomes of applying the real teachings of Islam. Their rewards? They
claim paradise, but while on earth money, of course.

The Quran is full of metaphorical descriptions, which means one can make
out anything out of it. Ultimately, Dawah people are looking for someone
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who is ready for the bind faith test based on one or two arguments. You
pass it, you are in. But there are many Ex-Muslim pages found online, on
Ex-Muslim books on Amazon, and Ex-Muslim YouTube videos taking
about scientific errors, morality and logical problems in Islam that shows
all the garbage.
Here is a good and short 10mins YouTube video about the 43 scientific
errors in the Quran. The test of blind faith is that most Muslims will never
open this link. Enjoy.
https://youtu.be/677lMXleqWI
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Over time, we noticed a trend. Brothers and sisters, visit us with lots
of confidence built by years and years of brainwashing and living in
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that bubble of 'Islam are perfect' - despite seeing lots of shits - they are
regularly insisting that there is an explanation for everything.
They visit our page and the shit hits the fan, the bubble is burst, and
they go into a panic and angry posts. They assume we are
Christians_or_hindu and start posting memes...We respond with lots
of love - explaining we are "The Atheist Republic of Pakistan" - we do
not give a shit about the other faiths.
Then they argue we are not real Ex_Muslims until we answer them
with knowledge of Islam that they cannot argue with. In some
instances, they even insist to talk to us in Quranic Arabic and we
respond. Then we get the three types:
1- Some go quiet and just tries to absorb the shock. Sometimes they
just block us.
2- Some continues posting pointless verses from the Quran not having
anything to answer - or insults where they can. Trying hard to poke
anything - with limited success.
3- Some who believe the POWER of ALLAH (who created the whole
universe) is now in the hands of the Facebook moderators. HELP - they
scream...and starts reporting any post they dislike - even though Allah
Himself could not help them. They celebrate a post removed with
Subhan Allah.
But all three cases have had their bubble burst...and it may take days,
weeks, months, or years...but they will not help but think: "So, Islam is
not really perfect! Where do I go from here?"
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This meme captures the shock that most of my brothers and sisters feel
when they come face to face with the real teachings of Islam they did not
42

see or hear about at home or at school. 😂😂😂😂
#light-hearted-satire. ❤️❤️❤️🤣🤣🤣

What does he have against juice? But maybe we should be asking what
Muhammad had against Jews. Did you know that in the first 15 years of
Islam, Muhammad had ordered Muslims to pray toward Jerusalem! He
was trying to appeal to Jews to join him. But while in the Madina and
after an argument with Jews who simply refused to accept his message,
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he decided one afternoon, to ask Muslims to turn their prayer to Mecca
to the shock of his followers. We kid you not, read it here in the history
section.
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Qibla
And from that point, Muhammad had issues with Jews.
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Muslims go to a place in Mecca to throw stones on the "Devil's House", but
in the cross fire, many Muslims get hit and some are known to die. We
think not crossfire. .. We think the devil is responding. 😂😂
Only joking, as atheist we do not believe the devil is real. To suggest that
any true atheists worship the devil is stupid. To believe in the devil is to
believe there is a god in the first place. Those who do, are rebellious idiots
who probably do believe in a god but angry with him. We are not angry,
we just see facts.
The devil (like the jins) made up a scarecrow to frighten people. In fact,
Jins are an Arabian pagan myth that Muhammad copied. There is no
record of Jins in all of the so-called Heavenly books that supposedly the
same god sent. Absolutely nothing in the Torah or the Bible. When we
grow up, we are supposed to realise the boogeyman is made up story
invented by adults to keep us behaved... Not for the 1.5 billion people in
blind faith.
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For moderates, they think all embarrassing Hadith about Muhammad's
sex life and wars are "weak", all scientific errors in the Quran are not
"interpreted" correctly, and Muhammad owning slaves and women
concubines "should be taken in historical context". All shit that comes out
of fundamentalists, is western spy agencies work.
Beautiful, peaceful, and loving all humanity... Islam.
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The question that the Quran did not answer, what happened after Cain
and Abel to continue the human race? 😅
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But what about Islam messing up with our heads? 😂😂😂
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Science

Another scientific error in the Quran. The Quran in these verses (see post)
suggests that foetus grows as a dot, then small meat, THEN BONES, THEN
COVER THE BONES WITH MEAT!! This used to be the medical knowledge
of ancient Persians who were years ahead of Arabia. But still scientifically
incorrect. Go take a look at the foetus development photos and show us
where the bones come then the meat. Subhan Allah.
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There are two fundamental problems with this claim:
1. Given the earth gravity, this human would have collapsed under their
own weight. The tallest dinosaur is 18 meters. It is simply not possible.
2. All archaeological evidence collected turned out large dinosaur bones never humans. Even when we found humanoids from the human
evolution period some 100,000 years ago, shows if anything, we used to
be shorter.
Muslims who insist to defend this have to admit that the only way we, the
descendants of Adam, are have become shorter is by EVOLUTION!! THINK
ABOUT IT.
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Of course, not true. All photos shared by my brothers and sisters
suggesting photos of giants human bones are fake photoshopped photos,
started in 1999 when a Canadian man entered a photoshop competition
and won using this photo.

https://relay.nationalgeographic.com/proxy/distribution/public/amp/
news/2007/12/skeleton-giant-photo-hoax

For 1350 years, Islamic Scholars insisted the earth is flat. There are
YouTube
videos
on
that
(https://youtu.be/TmetQD1q4bY).
This is based on at least 5 verses in the Quran that clearly say the earth is
59

flat like a rug, carpet, bed, and spread. All this changed when a man landed
on the moon in the 1960s. Subhan Allah.
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We have eleven verses in the Quran that describes the earth as flat like a
rug, carpet, bed and spread. BUT not one single verse suggesting the earth
is Spherical or round - very easy words found in Arabic. The verses are:
Quran [2:22], [15:19], [20:53], [43:10], [50:7], [51:48], [71:19], [78:6-7],
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[79:30], [88:20], [91:6].. To name few all backed by Hadith the confirms
Muhammad truly believed the earth is flat. All that narration and
translations were put under the "carpet" in the 1960s when man landed
on the moon. Mashallah.

Please read it for yourself from the Quran. If you read it from Translated
sources, question any bits that appear in brackets for these are added by
the translators.
Zul-Qarnain (man with two horns) is Alexander the Great for many Arabic
speakers. Only in recent times, Islamic theologians shifted away from this
after discovering Alexander the Great is pagan and most likely bisexual.
But Muhammad did not know that and therefore the Quran did not know
that either.
Quran Chapter [18:83-86]
83. They ask you concerning Zul-qarnain. Say, “I will rehearse to you
something of his story.”
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84. Verily We established his power on earth, and We gave him the ways
and the means to all ends.
85. One way he followed,
86. Until, when he reached the setting of the sun, he found it set in a spring
of murky water: Near it he found a People: We said: “O Zul-qarnain! either
to punish them or to treat them with kindness.”
Of course, who stopped Alexander the Great from the east? India.
Argue as some will blindly insist, my grandmother died insisting the
landing on the moon was a lie. And that the earth is flat. Before she passed
away she insisted everyone in her generation believed the earth is flat
until the 1960's when the first man landed on the moon. The Quran
through this verse and some 8 verses (see our earlier posts) that
describes the earth as flat like a rug, carpet, bed, and spread. For nearly
1400 years, the Quran convinced many that the earth is flat and the sun
goes to sleep in one corner of it every night to be awaken by Allah the next
day.
Zakri Naik had tried to twist the meaning of this verse when questioned
and suggested the word used in the verse ( وجدهاWajadha) which every
Arab knows means "and he found it" as meaning "appear to him". The
word for appearing to is ( ضهر لهDhar lah). VERY VERY Different!!
How did Zakri get away with it? All the Arabic speaking people in the
audience are NOT going to dare to stand up and dispute him. And here is
more explanation for those who dare to open their eyes.
https://wikiislam.net/wiki/DhulQarnayn_and_the_Sun_Setting_in_a_Muddy_Spring_-_Part_Two
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Yet another scientific error in the Quran. Not few species but over
65,000 species that do not have male/female combination. Research it
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and see. And while you are at it, check YouTube for videos on scientific
errors in the Quran. You will not get Muslim Dawah talk about these
verses:
"And of every thing, We have created pairs: That ye may receive
instruction."
Quran 51:49
"Glory to Allah, Who created in pairs all things that the earth produces,
as well as their own (human) kind and (other) things of which they have
no knowledge."
Quran 36:36
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First, the moon split in two, NASA link below. This is their politically
correct way of saying" bullshit"
https://sservi.nasa.gov/?question=evidence-moon-having-been-splittwo
Now get ready for the photoshopped imagines of the split moon. Like they
can't see the moon with their eyes or a cheap telescope??
Secondly, Muhammad did not know better and thought the moon emits
its own light. Here is yet another scientific error in the Quran.
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The Arabic word for reflected (in`ikaas) does not appear in the any
Qur'anic verses that say the Moon is a "light". It instead uses the word
"noor" (nooran) which simply means a light, and in another verse, muneer
(muneeran), which means giving light and is from the same root as noor.
Perhaps the best example of a verse showing the noor simply means light
and not reflected light can be found in 33:45-46 in which a lamp is shining
light with the exact same Arabic word as in:
" O Prophet! Lo! We have sent you as a witness and a bringer of good
tidings and a warner. And as a summoner unto Allah by His permission,
and as a lamp that giveth light."
Quran 33:45-46.
"Allah is the
Quran 24:35

Light

of

the

heavens

and

the

earth..."

Clearly, the author is not implying Allah is reflecting the light. So, when
the Quran says the moon is a noor or nooran... It is clearly saying the moon
emits its own light!! And just to eliminate confusion, in the last verse it
says"... moon giving light"!
"He it is Who appointed the sun a splendour and the moon a light.. ."
Quran 10:5
"And he made the moon a light, and made the sun a lamp?"
Quran 71:16
"Blessed be He Who had placed in the heaven mansions of the stars, and
had placed therein a great lamp (sun) and a moon giving light!"
Quran 25:61
Now wait for the apologist to twist it their way. 😂
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For nearly 60 years, diabetic people had relied on insulin made from pig's
liver. It has saved many and many lives. Only in the last 20 years or so, did
scientists find a way to create synthetic insult and gradually become a
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viable alternative. But those who discovered and created this synthetic
insulin are atheist scientists.
In fact, all 7 billion residents of this planet owe their lives to one nonMuslim doctor who single handily saved more lives than Muhammad,
Jesus, or any religion that ever existed. His name is Alexander Fleming. He
discovered antibiotics and so concerned for his fellow humans; he did not
copyright it thus made the medication free for any manufacturer to sell it.
That is why you find antibiotics cheap to buy. Before antibiotics, we
humans used to die from the silliest infections.

So next time you say, pork is haram, atheists and non-believers are going
to hell, consider how many people around you are diabetic or their lives
were saved because of insulin and antibiotics.
<<BE AWARE THAT FACEBOOK MAY INCORRECTLY LABEL IT AS FAKE
NEWS, IT IS NOT.>>
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Yet another scientific error in the Quran.
Remember how we grow up to believe that pigs are dirty and that is
why Allah banned them!! Don't Google what is the cleanest animal
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EVER!! Haram, this could hurt your blind faith. 🙈🙈🙈
The Reference Science journal says "Pigs are some of the cleanest
animals on Earth. The reason for this is that they refuse to excrete near
where they eat or sleep.
While pigs in captivity have no choice but to excrete waste near their
living spaces, wild pigs refuse to do so. They often wander far away
from their den when nature calls. Unlike humans, pigs do not sweat.
They wallow in mud to cool their body temperature, which gives them
their dirty appearance.
Pigs are also very smart and can be trained very much like a domestic
pet. When properly trained, pigs can obey commands."
Sources that confirm this fact:
https://www.reference.com/science/cleanest-animal-earthf12ee1769480be29
https://www.pbs.org/wnet/nature/the-joy-of-pigs-smart-clean-andlean/2126/
https://animals.howstuffworks.com/animal-facts/10-wildly-wronganimal-stereotypes3.htm
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All religions, including pagans, looked up for answers. Why? Because it
was the great unknown. So they imagined all sorts of things. Not so
different from Muhammad and Islam. We look up to the sky for Allah, but
we are on a round planet. Where is above when you are on a round planet?
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So, it was easy to point to the skies above some clouds and say Allah is
there... Easy peasy... No one will ever get that far....but humans did get
there. Booommm
“Do you feel secure that He, Who is in heaven (Allaah), will not cause the
earth to sink with you, and then it should quake? Or do you feel secure
that He, Who is in the heaven (Allaah), will not send against you a violent
whirlwind? Then you shall know how (terrible) has been My Warning”
[al-Mulk 67:16-17]
They fear their Lord above them, and they do what they are commanded”
[al-Nahl 16:50]
And the Prophet (blessings and peace of Allaah be upon him) said: “Do
you not trust me, when I am the trustee of the One Who is in the heaven
and the news of heaven comes to me morning and evening?” Narrated by
al-Bukhaari (4351) and Muslim (1064). And he also said: “Show mercy to
those who are on earth so that the One Who is in heaven will show mercy
to you.” Narrated by al-Tirmidhi (no. 1924) – he said it is hasan saheeh.
And he also said: “When Allaah created the universe, he wrote in His Book,
which is with Him above the Throne: “My mercy prevails over My wrath.”
Narrated by al-Bukhaari (3194) and Muslim (2751).
https://quran.com/67/16-17
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My brothers and sisters in Islam only care to read and research sources
that agree and reconfirms their beliefs. Try, once, to look
At #exmuslim YouTube channels or social media pages. Challenge your
faith, if you truly believe your faith is unshakable.
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"Where is the missing link between humans and primates?" is SOOOO
last century. It belongs with failed attempts to stop progress from
"DNA cannot be mapped" to "the world will end in the year 2000"!!
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Scientists have mapped our human evolution and have learnt many
things about how we evolved over 200,000 years. The evidence
comes from full bones, graveyards all over the world, and study of
our DNA.
Yet our backwards religion teachers still tell us these stupid
fairytales. What is their evidence?
They have absolutely no evidence to their claims yet scientists have
found tons of evidence about our evolution as primates. Below is the
list of humanoid species scientist have found (if you care to open
your eyes and research them).
Now for all those trolls will post pictures of monkeys and mock us...
Remember that your faith claims god made man from dirt/clay and
GOD who made the whole universe from nothing, needed Adams rib
to make women!! Forgetting that Adam's DNA would have been XY.
Which means Eve would have had to be genetically identical.
Science Contradicts Islam!
Human Species discovered other than Homo sapiens (us humans):
†Homo erectus
†Homo floresiensis
†Homo habilis
†Homo heidelbergensis
†Homo luzonensis
†Homo naledi
†Homo neanderthalensis
But Allah loves blind faith... So better not research these.
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“He it is Who has created you from clay, and then has decreed a (stated)
term (for you to die). And there is with Him another determined term
(for you to be resurrected)”
[al-An’aam 6:2]
Wait for it... My Muslim brothers and sisters will come charging with
anger. But this claim of humans made from clay is rubbish. This is based
on old Greek mythology. No honest scientist would agree with it.
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We grew believing that the Qur'an is confirmed by its miraculous
scientific insights, which have only been confirmed by N.A.S.A.scientist etc
recently blah.blah !!.
Then we open the Qur'an, and find some of the silliest scientific claims and
blunders ever offered by anyone.
Take, for instance, the Qur'anic claim that stars are missiles that Allah
uses to shoot at demons who try to sneak into paradise.
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Actually, the scene is that Moh'd was asked by his followers "what exactly
are shooting stars ?" which was a common phenomenon in dark dessert
skies often seen. .Now, read below Mohd's answer and what he really
thought about shooting stars 👇;
Qur’an 67:5—"And We have adorned the lowest heaven with lamps, and
We have made such lamps (stars) as missiles to throw away the Evil Ones,
and have prepared for them the Penalty of the Blazing Fire."
Qur'an 15:16-18 - "And We have placed within the heaven great stars and
have beautified it for the observers.And (moreover) We have guarded
them from every cursed devil.But any that gains a hearing by
stealth(hiding), is thrown by a flaming fire, bright (to see).
Qur’an 37:6-10—"We have indeed decked the lower heaven with beauty
(in) the stars— and secured it against all obstinate shaitans(devils), (so)
they can not hear the Exalted Assembly of angels and they fired away from
every side, fiercely driven away for they will suffer everlasting
punishment."
Quran72:4-9- "(Jinns speaking) There were some foolish ones among us
who used to utter extravagant lies against Allah,and we had thought that
men and jinn would never speak lies about Allah,and some from among
the humans used to seek protection among the jinns, and thus they
increased the arrogance of the jinn, and those humans thought, that Allah
would never raise anyone as a prophet/ Messenger. Earlier˺ we tried to
reach heaven ˹for news˺, only to find it filled with stern guards and
shooting stars in ambush. We used to indeed sit there in (hidden) stations
to steal a hearing; but any who listens now will find a flaming fire
watching thrown at him in ambush. "
Nice cosmic knowledge from the prophet of 'Religion of killing people to
Piece ' and it's cooked up God Allah.😎..
N.A.S.A. is pretty impressed and privileged to know all these gems!!...In
fact, What a load of Crap are these??!!..
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DANGER to life from drinking camel urine. So, do not do it. Here is the
link: https://foreignpolicy.com/2015/06/08/who-to-avoid-mers-dontdrink-camel-urine/
Note WHO does not warn DANGER to life from eating pork. Over 60% of
the world eats pork, and they are fine.
But Muhammad claimed it is a treatment to stomach upsets. Here is the
evidence and the story has a disturbing ending. But we will discuss it
another day.
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"Some people from the tribe of 'Ukl came to the Prophet and embraced
Islam. The climate of Medina did not suit them, so the Prophet ordered
them to go to the (herd of milch) camels of charity and to drink, their milk
and urine (as a medicine)."
Sahih Bukhari 8:82:794
" Anas b. Malik reported that some people belonging (to the tribe) of
'Uraina came to Allah's Messenger (may peace be upon him) at Medina,
but they found its climate uncongenial. So Allah's Messenger (may peace
be upon him) said to them: If you so like, you may go to the camels of
Sadaqa and drink their milk and urine. They did so and were all right."
Sahih Muslim 16:4130
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Before you get angry, read this analysis of the scientific errors when it
comes to understanding the cosmos on the Quran.
>Seven Heavens:
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The universe consists of hundreds of billions of galaxies, each with
hundreds of billions of stars. While the Qur'anic notion that the heaven
of stars is covered by six further heavens might currently be
unfalsifiable, the myth of seven heavens was a common idea prevalent
in the Middle East during the time when the Qur'an was first recited.
"See ye not how Allah has created the seven heavens one above
another" Quran 71:15
Some Islamic websites claim that these are seven layers of the
atmosphere, despite the fact that verse 37:6 says that STARS are in the
nearest heaven. There are only 5 not 7 principal layers to the Earth's
atmosphere, and likewise only 5 not 7 major layers to the Earth itself.
"Surely We have adorned the nearest heaven with an adornment, the
STARS" Quran 37:6
>The similar size and distance of the sun and moon:
The Qur'an has statements about the end of the world that are much
as one would expect if the author believed the sun and moon to be of
similar size and a similar distance from Earth.
"And the moon darkens And the sun and the moon are joined," Qur'an
75:8-9
The word translated "are joined" is Arabic jumi'a, a verb which means
to collect together, gather together, bring together. Given that this
would actually require the moon to travel 98 million miles away from
Earth and into the sun, which dwarfs it by over 600 times in diameter,
it seems vastly less fitting as an apocalyptic event than if the ancient
conception of the cosmos was correct. Thus it is far more likely that
the author had such a misconception about the sun and moon.
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>Sky is a Tent/Dome:
A common myth at the time of the Quran's composition was that the
sky or heavens were held up with pillars. Many Bedouin people living
in Arabia imagined the sky as a large tent covering, similar to the tents
they used. The author repeats this myth by describing the sky as being
"raised" above the earth.
"Who has made the earth your couch, and the heavens your canopy"
Quran 2:22
"Allah is He Who raised the heavens without any pillars that ye can
see" Quran 13:2
In another verse, the author says that the sky / heaven is a covering
that can be removed.
"And when the sky is stripped away" Quran 81:11
>The Stars Will Fall:
The Qur'an says that the stars will fall (inkadarat  )ٱن َكد ََرتalong with
other dramatic events surrounding the last day. The author clearly had
no idea of the size and distance of the stars. The word  كدرin the form
used in this verse (form VII) meant to dart down as is said of a bird or
hawk, or to fall and scatter.
"And when the stars fall" Quran 81:2
The structure of space-time is such that nothing, not even stars, can
move faster than the velocity of light. Even if stars were to somehow
move close to light speed across the sky their motion would be
imperceivable to the naked eye as many visible stars are hundreds of
light years away. Neither would we be able to see anything that the
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stars are doing recently (when we see a star 100 light years away, we
are seeing it as it was 100 years ago).
>Conclusion:
Where did the Quran came up with all these bullshits? These where
the mythology of the time, ans Muhammad was simply repeating what
other Abrahamic faiths say. Now we know all this is shit, you find those
holding onto this bullshit asking us "okay who created the universe..."
go read our post on "god of gaps"!
universe..." go read our post on "god of gaps"!
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#Bullshit alert. So Allah cares about women but not the children and
not the men. True UV light is not good for the skin, can give cancer, and
speed the aging process - what does that have to do with women hair!!!
Nothing.
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And if Allah really introduced it for fear of sun effect, why did He not
recommend it to children who have much more sensitive skin. Or men
who spend more time outside in the direct sun. You need to call out
the bullshit when you hear it. Muhammad (not any god) wanted to rapup women as properly. That is all it is. Many other religions did that
too. But if you have not understood it yet let us say it again:
All religions are man made, created and written by men. Look at it
again, and you will see.
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Anyone who says anything else, has to read the Hadith. All of which is
Sahih (authenticated).
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Muhammad was poisoned by a Jewish woman, following the conquest
of Khaibar, where he took Safiyah as a wife, and ordered the torture
and beheading of her husband Kinana, the chief of the Jews at Khaibar.
Narrated Anas bin Malik: A Jewess brought a poisoned (cooked) sheep
for the Prophet who ate from it. She was brought to the Prophet and
he was asked, "Shall we kill her?" He said, "No." I continued to see the
effect of the poison on the palate of the mouth of Allah's Apostle .Sahih
Bukhari 3:47:786
Some poisons work quickly, others (like acetate, mercury, lead, and
cadmium) take years. We do not know what is the poison that was
used but Muhammad himself admits he is dying from it.
....Narrated 'Aisha: The Prophet in his ailment in which he died, used
to say, "O 'Aisha! I still feel the pain caused by the food I ate at Khaibar,
and at this time, I feel as if my aorta is being cut from that poison."
Sahih Bukhari 5:59:713
The reason behind her action was the killing of her people and family
by Muhammad.
The apostle of Allah sent for Zaynab and said to her, "What induced
you to do what you have done?" She replied, "You have done to my
people what you have done. You have killed my father, my uncle and
my husband, so I said to myself, "If you are a prophet, the foreleg will
inform you; and others have said, "If you are a king we will get rid of
you."
Ibn Sa'd p. 252
It was no secret among the wives, that Aisha was Muhammad's
favorite, and he made this clear as death approached.
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Narrated 'Aisha: that during his fatal ailment, Allah's Apostle, used to
ask his wives, "Where shall I stay tomorrow? Where shall I stay
tomorrow?" He was looking forward to Aisha's turn. So all his wives
allowed him to stay where he wished....
Sahih Bukhari 7:62:144
In his last days, the poison slowly paralyses him.
....He came out with the help of two men and his legs were dragging on
the ground. He was between Al-Abbas and another man [Ali Ibn Abi
Talib]."....
Sahih Bukhari 1:11:634
The question, beyond this story is that, what a bullshit!! Where is Allah
to protect his prophet! No prophet ever was killed by his enemies. And
Muhammad did come up with stupid wisdoms, like dates as cure to
poisoning? Absolutely no scientific evidence whatsoever.... Not even
for food poisoning.
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Scientist do not have an answer "Insert Allah here!"
You should also look up the term "God of Gaps". The idea that
just because we do not know what happened, does not mean it
is God. First it was who made rain? Where thunder comes from?
Is Allah angry that desease hits one family and not another? All
swept under the carpet when we learn what they are and how
they work.
Take start of humanity or universe, we may know lots but not
everything. The little bits that we don't know does not mean it is
God. But what we know for absolute certain - the universe was
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not created in 6 days, and man was not made from clay/dirt, and
woman is not made from a man's rib. That is just utter stupidity!!

That is because the Quran is full of scientific errors and immoral
commands. We have pointed out some 60 scientific errors in an earlier
post that made many of our trolls run for cover... YouTube and Amazon
full of publications by Ex-Muslims who are explaining why they left
Islam and it is always because of the Quran.
Some are too blind in their faith to even look. And will not look.
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History
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Millions of dollars spent on aspiring Hollywood directors, actors, special
effects, expensive sets, large scale projects, all to create false historical
memories of our history. This is especially important during Ramadan.
All the gruesome and inhumane details omitted. Alas, ISIS came to show
really how we lived some 1400 years ago.
We accuse Hollywood of making up lies, but not when it is our historical
movies. No no no...
You want to see how we lived just 150 years ago when the camera was
invented? Google it and see. Then project how we probably did not live
any different 1400 before that. Subhan Allah.
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We bet you did not know this. After Muhammad died, the Kabaa was
destroyed 20 time and rebuilt. One time it was stolen from 22 years.
So much for the supreme power of Allah.
Muhammad mocked the pagans of Mecca when he defaced and pulled
their statues down saying "Where are these useless gods you worship?
Why they are not here to defend their statues?" This angered the
pagan who have coexisted with other faiths, including many tribes and
people of the book (Christianity and Judaism). Pagans of Mecca, when
they did get angry with Muhammad, is because he was the one who
would not respect their faith and not the other way around.
So, here we say as Ex-Muslims, where was Allah to defend his house?
Or were we worshiping a useless god too? In those 22 years when the
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house of Allah was stolen, in what direction did the Islamic Umma pray
to?
Read Wikipedia and Kabaa history,
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kaaba #kabaa
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Allah is not supposed to fail, but He does!! #egypt (find more on
Instagram @arabictranslatedmemes)
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This NEVER happened in Islam's history. Do you know how Islam
expanded from Spain in west to India and China in the
east? #exmuslim #athiestmemes #athiest #arabictranslatedmemes
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Logic

Really, how different are our arguments when assessed fairly against
pagans? There is no guarantee that praying to a rock will produce
anything. I can pray to the rock to ask for the sun to come out tomorrow
and the probably of it happening is no different to praying to anything
else, including Allah. Only science, use of satellite maps, and powerful
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computers, that our forecasts have helped us know what will happen
tomorrow.
Yet there are people who believe the wind or breeze is Allah waving his
hand. Well, let's wave Him back!
Ibn Abbas reported: A man cursed the wind in front of the Prophet, peace
and blessings be upon him. The Prophet said, “Do not curse the wind, for
it only acts as it was commanded. Verily, whoever curses anything that
does not deserve it, the curse will backfire against him.”
Source: Sunan al-Tirmidhī 1978
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Ya Kaffir, you will go to hell for even suggesting that. Hypocrisy ruins in
almost every argument they make. Like they refuse to open evidence
that explains why people, like us, have doubts about Islam and left Islam
because of it. We read the Quran (many times), we prayed and fasted
Ramadan, but no... To them, we are not real or confused. We never took
that decision lightly. Are you crazy? But it is the hypocrisy that they can
see every day that gets to us most. Do not say "I have strong faith, I
refuse to see your evidence. Or even research it myself." Just cut the
bullshit and admit you have "blind faith". Allah (if he exists) will love
that. Didn't he say:
" O you who believe! Ask not about things which, if made plain to you,
may cause you trouble....”
[al-Maa’idah 5:101].
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Typical debate I get on daily basis on this page from brothers and sisters
desperate to keep their faith. And I do not blame them. ❤️
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Unbelievably true! And everyone knows this. Sharia law is a model of life
for 7th century Arabia. Not one Muslim country fully apply it because it
is incompatible with humanity and modern way of life.
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Yeah. Go ahead. Let's try..... 😂😂😂
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Haram this and haram that, hypocrisy runs in nearly every fatwa (Muslim
declaration).
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"Nothing happens but by the will of #Allah." Copies of the #Quran found
clogging the sewer in Taif, Saudi Arabia. #AllahuAkbar! What does this
tell us about what is really going on in the minds of people in Taif?
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Only comparable to the voodoo book of crazy-tribe-magic doctor's books.
You will find in the Hadith some of the most ridiculous medical
prescriptions of your time. Nothing crazier then the fly's and their wings.
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Yet, so blinded by their faith, my brothers and sisters will invent science
to justify it. But here is how it goes.
The Prophet said, "If a house fly falls in the drink of anyone of you, he
should dip it (in the drink), for one of its wings has a disease and the other
has the cure for the disease." (Sahih Al-Bukhari: Volume 4, Book 54,
Number 537)
This is absolutely rubbish. PLEASE
Here is what the medical world says:

NEVER

DO

THAT!

There are many bacteria and parasites that infest the fly, making flies a
major factor in spreading many diseases by touching surfaces with their
legs or their saliva. After walking on much excrement, flies may carry up
to as many as 6 million bacterias on their feet. SO BE WARY OF FOODS
THAT HAVE BEEN TOUCHED BY A FLY! Here's some information on the
diseases some flies are known to help spread.
Source: http://library.thinkquest.org/C0117442/html/diseases.html;)
No real medical scientist or hygienist would ever agree with this idea of
dipping a fly in food or drink. Among other ridiculous stuff.
Of course, this is common sense.
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"Islam is perfect and its arguments are conclusive." We all grew up
believing this shit. There are tons of heavily edited videos that are
mostly Dawah arguing with less informed Westerns. Many times the
video ends giving the other person no chance to respond.
But then why do we ban so many websites that challenge Islam? What
are we afraid of? Why do we ban books, atheists books, YouTube
Channels, even this page is banned in Pakistan when we have the
perfect faith and response to anything (apparently not!!).
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The desired effect is that most of our compatriots are living in an
artificial bubble. They believe Islam is perfect. We all but love to see
them come here when they are outside the country to burst their
bubble.
They come with so much confidence that they can beat any argument
by comparing it to Christianity... Boom we burst that. They cannot
respond to carefully sourced and presented facts, so they resort to
insults and accusing us of being secret Hindus, argue with them in
Arabic instantly... Boom burst that bubble... They cannot get their
heads around it. So eventually they start finally reading what we have
to say. What remains is two things. Will they use that brain or not? Is
it blind faith or not?
Next is how far Pakistan went to block the outside world. Same can be
said to nearly every Islamic country.
YouTube was blocked in Pakistan following a decision taken by the
Pakistan Telecommunication Authority on 22 February 2008 because
of the number of "non-Islamic objectionable videos."[17][18] One
report specifically named Fitna, a controversial Dutch film, as the basis
for the block.[19] Pakistan, an Islamic republic, ordered its ISPs to
block access to YouTube "for containing blasphemous web
content/movies."[20] The action effectively blocked YouTube access
worldwide for several hours on 24 February.[21] Defaming
Muhammad under § 295-C of the Blasphemy law in Pakistan requires
a death sentence.[22] This followed increasing unrest in Pakistan by
over the reprinting of the Jyllands-Posten Muhammad cartoons which
depict satirical criticism of Islam.[20] Router misconfiguration by one
Pakistani ISP on 24 February 2008 effectively blocked YouTube access
worldwide for several hours.[21] On 26 February 2008, the ban was
lifted after the website had removed the objectionable content from
its servers at the demand of the Government of Pakistan.[16]
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On 19 and 20 May 2010, Pakistan's Telecommunication Authority PTA
imposed a ban on Wikipedia, YouTube, Flickr, and Facebook in
response to a competition entitled Everybody Draw Mohammed Day
on Facebook, in a bid to contain "blasphemous" material[23][24] The
ban imposed on Facebook was the result of a ruling by the Lahore High
Court, while the ban on the other websites was imposed arbitrarily by
the PTA on the grounds of "objectionable content", a different
response from earlier requests, such as pages created to promote
peaceful demonstrations in Pakistani cities being removed because
they were "inciting violence". The ban was lifted on 27 May 2010, after
the website removed the objectionable content from its servers at the
Demand of the government. However, individual videos deemed
offensive to Muslims that are posted on YouTube will continue to be
blocked.[25][26]
In September 2012, the PTA blocked the video-sharing website
YouTube for not removing an anti-Islamic film made in the United
States, Innocence of Muslims, which mocks Mohammed. The website
would remain suspended, it was stated until the film was
removed.[27][28] In a related move, the PTA announced that it had
blocked about 20,000 websites due to "objectionable" content.[29]
On 25 July 2013, the government announced that it is mulling over
reopening YouTube during the second week of August. A special 12member committee was working under the Minister of IT and
Telecommunication, Anusha Rahman, to see if objectionable content
can be removed. The Pakistan Telecommunications Authority, the
telecom watchdog in the country, has already expressed its inability to
filter out select content.[30]
On 21 April 2014, Pakistan's Senate Standing Committee on Human
Rights requested the Federal Government remove the ban on
YouTube.[31][32]
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On 8 February 2015, the government announced that YouTube will
remain blocked 'indefinitely' because no tool or solution had been
found which can totally block offensive content.[33] As of June 2015
— 1,000 days on — the ban was still in effect, and YouTube cannot be
accessed from either desktop or mobile devices.[32]
The ban was lifted due to technical glitch on December 6, 2015
according to ISPs in Pakistan.[34] As September 2016, the ban has
been lifted officially, as YouTube launched a local version for
Pakistan.[35]
On 25 November 2017, the NetBlocks internet shutdown observatory
and Digital Rights Foundation identified mass-scale blocking of social
media and content-sharing websites including YouTube, Twitter and
Facebook throughout Pakistan imposed by the government in
response to the violent Tehreek-e-Labaik protests.[36][37][38] The
technical investigation found that all major Pakistani fixed-line and
mobile service providers were affected by the restrictions, which were
lifted by the PTA the next day when protests abated following the
resignation of Minister for Law and Justice Zahid Hamid.[39]
In 2019, The National Assembly Standing Committee on Information
Technology and Telecom
was informed by Pakistan
Telecommunication Authority (PTA) that 900,000 URLs were blocked
in Pakistan for "reasons such as carrying blasphemous and
pornographic content and/or sentiments against the state, judiciary or
the armed forces."[40]
More
found https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Internet_censorship_in_Pakis
tan
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So many books now on Amazon, mostly written by Ex-Muslims and
even few written by ones who once worked as Dawah to Islam. But you
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do not need to know why they left Islam. Blind faith and believing in
fairytales, believing in Islam 2.0, and everyone conspiring against us so
soooo conforming. Blind faith in easy to believe lies is much better than
accepting unwelcoming facts. After all, Allah loves blind faith.
Look away now...the link below is HARAM!!
https://www.amazon.com/s?k=Leaving+Islam&ref=is_s
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Best money business: selling you something they never need to prove
it to be valid.
In fact, there is no sheikh or Dawah role in Islam. Anyone who
disagree, show us the verse that states it?
Traditionally, and with high illiteracy, they were people who can read
and write. Muhammad was clear that Islam does not do priests. So,
after he died, they had to invent something. He is a man of religion, he
is the man who helps you get married, performs death rituals, advice
you issues of religion, he does not have to prove any educational
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credentials - but he is not a priest - he is a Sheikh. Muuuuch better.
Dawah, also not in the Quran, a professional who initially spreads the
message of the Quran from home to get into heaven and have 72
houris. But as the business grew, it became about collecting donations
promising those donors that the money will help convert people and
Allah will forgive them for their sins and give them 72 houri and
palaces in heaven.
Is it starting to sound more and more like the dark ages Europe when
priests sold lands in heaven to repair their churches and fund the wars
of the crusades?
You find brothers and sisters engaged in this form of blackmail and this
is by no means a coincidence.
Growing up in Islam, I was brainwashed to believe that "any means" to
convert someone will guarantee me entry to Jannah (heaven) and wipe
away all my sins for life. See how tempting this option is going to be? I
mean I could be missing prayer, drinking alcohol, not fasting Ramadan,
having extramarital sex, but as long as I believe in Allah and get any
confused person to convert... Heaven is guaranteed. The more I convert,
the bigger Palace and the more women I get.
Really, Muhammad invented the first pyramid scheme... Some 1400
years ago. Subhan Allah!!
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You cannot argue with this logic! Self-congratulations and selfawarding... Hmmm, I wonder who it reminds me off.
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Islam says evolution is wrong, even though ALL the evidence is that
that shows animals, plans, and humans have evolved. The principle of
fittest (or more intelligent) will continue to breed is so simple and clear,
the evidence is all around us. But however, you want to explain it, the
Abrahamic explanation is utter nonsense!! There is no word (beyond
Adam, Eve, Qabil (Cain) and Habel (Abel), how did the human race
procreate. Why? Because it is all made up bullshit.
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If there is only one Allah (god), the one message, one language
(Arabic), and one book... How come we never found it anywhere else?
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Did we learn that Allah sent that message to all civilizations and all
cultures? The Quran proclaims here:
And for every Ummah (a community or a nation), there is a Messenger;
when their Messenger comes, the matter will be judged between them
with justice, and they will not be wronged. (Qur'ân 10:47)
And verily, we have sent among every Ummah (community, nation) a
Messenger (proclaiming): "Worship Allah (Alone), and avoid (or keep
away from) Taghut (all false deities, etc. i.e., do not worship Taghut
besides Allah)." Then of them were some whom Allah guided and of
them were some upon whom the straying was justified. So, travel
through the land and see what was the end of those who denied (the
truth). (Qur'ân 16:36)
How come we never found any evidence of that? How come, now, in
isolated communities, we find nothing even remotely similar to Islam.
An isolated tribe that confirms the same book or same message as your
god, without having it introduced from the outside!!!
Or is it just another Bullshit!!!
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This is genuinely the title of this session. But Islamic teachings insist that
magic and wizards are not real. So, how do we branch between believing
something we know is not true. It is called "Doublethink". Research it.
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We brag about the times we claim god answers our prayers. But how
often do we talk about the times when God does not answer? What a
way to invent a god that we praise when we win and blame "others"
we don't. Or maybe...JUST MAYBE we are who put the work, and when
there is an element of chance, it is exactly that... Coincidence!!!
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When we say Mohammad borrowed superstitions from pagan beliefs,
we can argue about the choice of Mecca and Hajj where even his closet
companions could not help and note that Mohammad was copying
pagan practices!! The seven anti-clockwise turns around Kabaa are
meant to represent seven gods floating on seven heavens in pagan
beliefs - And what did Mo do? He asked his followers to do seven anticlockwise rotations exactly.
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But another evidence of Mo's plagiarism of ideas is the concept of
Jinns. 100% from pagan beliefs. Not found in anywhere outside Arabia.
Of the hundreds of prophets Allah sent, all forgot to mention Jinns to
their people?
Jinns are said to be supernatural creatures that occupy a parallel world
to that of mankind. They are mentioned in the Qur'an, hadith, other
Islamic texts and pagan folklore. Together, jinn, humans and angels
make up the three sentient creations of Allah. As human beings, the
Jinn can also be good, evil, or neutrally benevolent.
The jinns are mentioned frequently in the Qur'an. There is a surah
titled Sūrat al-Jinn (the 72nd chapter of the Qur'an), and verse 67:5
discusses the stars from the "lowest heaven" which are used as
missiles against any mischievous jinn that attempts to eavesdrop on
conversations between angels.
Jinns are usually invisible to humans, and humans do not appear
clearly to them. Frequenting toilets, they feed on faeces and bones,
have the power to travel large distances at extreme speeds and are
thought to live in remote areas, mountains, seas, trees, and the air.
Bullshit!!!!
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We have trolls who only heard some teaching from their teachers, who
watched highly edited YouTube videos of Dawah and watched tons of
PR videos about people converting to Islam. But have they even read
the Quran? Have they read the Hadith. Are they reading in Arabic?
Take example the term Nikah  نكاحevery Arabic born and bred person
will tell you it means f@%k. It appears 32 times in the Quran and
countless times in the Hadith. But Urdu and Western translate were too
embarrassed to translate it as such. So, they translated as "marriage"
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and now it appears in almost all online sources as marriage. But try it
on Google Translate and see. So next time you hear  عقد النكاحwhich your
teacher translates as "marriage contract", correct them. It actually
translates "contract to f@%k". Subhan Allah.

As we said before. When you study Islam, not surface study it, you will
reach one of three choices:
1. Accept it and become Islamist.
2. Turn a blind eye and invent Islam 2.0 that fits your beliefs.
3. Reject it and become atheist or agnostic.

Option 2 might seem the preferred choice for many but is it really about
faith or desperation to believe in anything.
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And this is just 200,000 years of evolution that we know about. The
concept of a god has always tagged with our gaps in knowledge. First,
it was the god who controls the wind, god who "creates" the rain, god
who helps the harvest... Now we rarely see these as anything but
natural processes. Then the god of gaps became the sky and extreme
supernatural events, but as we understand these, the god of gaps
became the start of the universe, when we answered these, it became
the god of Big bang... As long as we learn (and we will always learn
new things and have new questions) you can bet your lucky stars that
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those determined to keep their imaginary god will look for the next god
of gaps.
It boils down to people who cannot sleep at night without having a big
brother and a dream their existence is not finite. But it is. Our existence
is linked to our brains. The sooner we find ways to improve that, the
sooner we can change our existence. Stop wasting your time on this
imaginary god.
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Allah Akbar...you will find my brothers and sisters claiming.
Most of these claims of Allah's name appearing on fruit are fruits that
were carved while it was still on the plant and growing. It may have
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been done by someone bored and another person (not knowing)
claimed it to be a miracle. Some of these are SOOOOO obviously made
up (see our comments).
Then there are the random shapes of nature. We slice fruit every day.
Of the BILLIONS of fruits, we eat, there is bound to be some that appear
to have a scribble that appears like a shape. But what you need to ask
yourself: Allah who made the universe out of nothing, is now playing
hide and seek with us on fruits! Seriously?
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Take a moment and ask yourself if a given incident is just a coincidence
or man-made? You will find it is always one of those two.
Take every earthquake, they happen in random. They happen to any
faith and any background. But if it happens to them, SEE ALLAH IS
HERE. And if it happens to us, oh this is Allah testing us. He has a plan!!!
No disaster, disease, earthquake, has ever hit anyone as bad as the
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disaster that hit the people of Syria and Iraq (nearly 600,000 deaths).
EVEN if you are blind and insist that this is western conspiracy.
BULLSHIT. WHERE IS ALLAH TO PROTECT HIS PEOPLE!!!!
Or more like there is no god. We are here fighting over who has a better
imaginary god.
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Religion of Peace
Religion Should Be Subject to Trading Standards:
"Islam a religion of Peace" as a statement would not pass the trading
standards in any country when cross-examined against the Quran and
Hadith. It is false advertisement and here is why:
" Fight those who do not believe in Allah, nor in the latter day, nor do
they prohibit what Allah and His Messenger have prohibited, nor
follow the religion of truth, out of those who have been given the Book,
until they pay the tax in acknowledgement of superiority and they are
in a state of subjection."Qur'an 9:29
Narrated Abu Huraira: Allah's Apostle said, "I have been sent with the
shortest expressions bearing the widest meanings, and I have been
made victorious with terror (cast in the hearts of the enemy), and
while I was sleeping, the keys of the treasures of the world were
brought to me and put in my hand." Abu Huraira added: Allah's Apostle
has left the world and now you, people, are bringing out those
treasures.
Sahih Bukhari 4:52:220
This is a sample of many more Quran verses and Hadith. You can see
much more, including Muhammad's actions here:
https://wikiislam.net/wiki/Islam_and_Violence
Now I hear you asking: "Why do people convert to Islam?" they are
shown the earlier verses of the Quran, also called Meccan verses. They
are told that all the violence is linked to weak Hadith or "specific"
historical events. And insist all terrorism has no place in Islam. In
effect, they are sold Islam 2.0. Someone call the trading standards!!!
Another reason is that many are disillusioned with their religion
(specifically those who are not happy with how quickly Christianity is
adapting to the modern world). They are desperate to find an
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alternative. Ready to replace their current rubbish ideas with any old
rubbish. And Islam 2.0 comes across as more traditional. In fact, seeing
all the different sects in Christianity with some diverting significantly
away, I realised Islam can be seen as a branch of Christianity that went
a bit far... A form of a Christian cult congregated around Muhammad in
every statement we make from the Sahada (Islamic declaration),
praying (where we mention Muhammad's name many times), to the
Hadith where we are supposed to follow what Muhammad did. Why
are we idolising a human? Did he not say he is just like you a humble
messenger who follows Allah"?
Now take your time to digest that!
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Islam is a religion of peace, humanity, love, harmony, purity, butterflies,
unicorns... Wait who is Umm Qirfa?
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She was an old respected tribe leader who opposed Muhammad. If she
was young and beautiful, Muhammad would have most definitely forced
to marry her. But she was old, so her fate was sealed. He ordered her to
be pulled by two camels running in opposite directions until she was split
in half. Beautiful, Hamdullah.. ..See how peaceful and loving Islam with the
unicorns, butterflies, fairies,...
No no no... Do not read about Umm Qirfa... Stay here with me to talk about
unicorns and butterflies...
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Umm_Qirfa
*The picture and our first lines are just satire. The story of Umm Qirfa is
100% true.
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Fake News: Four years ago, at the height of ISIS killing and rampage, our
brothers and sisters so desperately to distract from how the shit hit the
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fan and all their lies got exposed, started sharing this photoshopped
certificate from the UN that claims... Hold your breath this is going to be
one big diarrhoea shit to hit the fan...
ISLAM IS THE MOST PEACEFUL RELIGION IN THE WORLD!!
Oh, the humanity. Oh the delusion. Where do we go from here? UNESCO
had to issue as statement to refuse it....like really!! 😂😂😂😂
http://www.unesco.org/new/en/media-services/singleview/news/unesco_denounces_fake_statement/
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New case of force conversion In Islamic Republic of Pakistan ..
Kanwal kumari Oad became Aisha at Dera Allahyar Baluchistan Pakistan.
Congratulations Islamic brotherhood, you are increasing day by day!!!
A day isn't away, when you won't see a single Hindu in Islamic republic.
This is not very different to this case :
https://www.indiatoday.in/world/story/pakistan-another-case-ofalleged-kidnapping-forced-conversion-surfaces-1638257-2020-01-19
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How followers of Islam 2.0 try to present the violent verses of the
Quran.
Nothing spells peace and love like... strike their necks... We suggest the
translators to add in brackets (lightly with flowers on valentine’s
day) 😘😍😘😍 oh Allah is soooo cute. Subhan Allah.
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#Facebook frequently taking down our memes and restricting us even
posting widely known facts about #Islam.
So here is a subtle one for you guys.
#enjoy
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Quran and Hadith
While in Mecca, Muhammad's verses are calm, they are all like "... Hay
dude, come join me. Allah is the truth. Allah created everything. Come
follow me, like Jesus and Abraham before. If you do not, that is cool. It is
your loss but cool...."
But when Muhammad got to Madina and built up an extensive army, the
Quran tune changed completely to "Good Muslims don't drink, do not mix
with none believers, fight the Jihad... AND you kuffar are all bastards,
either you convert or I will kill you and Allah will stick you like a kabab
and fry you... etc".
These became known as Meccan verses and Madina verses. We have our
own theory here. Muhammad in Mecca was relying on his maternal uncle
Waraqah Ibn Nawfal, a priest in Christianity and Judaism, to invent verses
in the Quran. But in Madina Muhammad was on his own. And he was very
angry. But Allah should not be angry! Allah must have known all this from
the start. Nothing should have surprised Him, especially if Allah knows
the future. Now guess and win:
Which verse is Mecca verse and which is Madina verse in the picture
below? Tip: happy loving ones are Mecca, angry aggressive ones are
Madina.
Here is the source of Madina vs Mecca verses
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Medinan_surah
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Kaffirun is the plural word to Kaffir (none believer who is going to hell).
Many so-called moderates and believe in Islam 2.0 insist
fundamentalists are brainwashed CIA and Mossad undercover
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operatives and come up with the most STUPID explanation for EVERY
terrorist attack even when they can see the names of these people and
history as Muslims. You think western intelligence recruit suicide
bombers and fighters who shout Allahu Akbar and go kill and kill
themselves??
Central to their stupid conspiracy theories is that the Quran says "You
have your religion and I have mine" Quran (109). But this is a Meccan
verse. You have to understand Muhammad cancelled it. Here is how
the Quran works:
While in Mecca, Muhammad's verses are calm, they are all like "... Hay
dude, come join me. Allah is the truth. Allah created everything. Come
follow me, like Jesus and Abraham before. If you do not, that is cool. It
is your loss but cool...."
But when Muhammad got to Madina and built up an extensive army,
the Quran tune changed completely to "Good Muslims don't drink, do
not mix with none believers, fight the Jihad... AND you kuffar are all
bastards, either you convert or I will kill you and Allah will stick you like
a kabab and fry you... etc".
These became known as Meccan verses and Madina verses. We have
our own theory here. Muhammad in Mecca had learned from his
maternal uncle Waraqah Ibn Nawfal, a priest in Christianity and
Judaism, to invent verses in the Quran. But in Madina Muhammad was
on his own and free to invent as he goes. And he was very angry. But
Allah should not be angry! Allah must have known all this from the start.
Nothing should have surprised Him, especially if Allah knows the future.
Next time a brother presents a beautiful peaceful verse claiming Islam
is rainbows, unicorns, and Butterflies... Ask them, is this a Meccan
verse. Show me the love of the Madina verses.
Here is the source of Madina vs Mecca verses
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https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Medinan_surah

Abu Hurairah documented 5,374 Hadith (stories of wisdom by prophet
Muhammad). But Abu Hurairah only knew Mohammad 2 years and 3
months. Averages 6.5 Hadith a day. Can you remember anything your
Sheikh said in one Friday prayer? #bullshit
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I took the Quran on a trip to the mountains, none of this bullshit ever
happened. Subhan Allah.
But seriously, the Quran uses horrifying metaphors to freak Muslims
into submission. Most of my brothers and sisters believe they love Allah,
but when you drill down, they are terrified of Him and his so-called hell.
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Science Contradicts Islam:
My brothers and sisters claim: "The proof that Islam is a message from a
supernatural being, is that science confirms everything in the Quran to
be correct. Quranic verses that explain black hole, big bang, earth
magnetic field, and many more! Stuff, no human could have known about
these 1400 years ago."
But what if we said that the Quran had 8 verses that say the earth is flat,
that humans evolved from clay mud, human embryo develops bones
then flesh, meteors are Allah throwing rocks at the devil, that above us
are just 7 layers of the skies where Allah resides, stars are close by
lanterns that could fall on us, the sun sets in a muddy spring in the east,
Alexander the Great conquered the whole world with the help of Allah,
that procreation only happens in pairs, human sperm comes from
between ribs and backbones, cattle milk comes from between intestine
and poo milked by worms, the moon makes its own light, Allah angry
with some humans turned them to monkeys and many completely
incorrect scientific facts!
Today you will learn why many Muslim countries ban books, Facebook
pages, websites, and YouTube channels. In our last Ramadan special
series, here are our favourite 20 memes (we have more!!)
#exmuslim #leavingislam
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Anyone who wants to dispute this post, come back with an explanation
of the following verses [2:1], [7:1], [19:1], [26:1], [28:1] and there are
several other verses that start like this. Muhammad was not good at
starting introductions. This was the 7th century equivalent of saying
Hocus Pocus or Abracadabra...wooowww 👨🎤🧙♂
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Part of the brainwashing process of the Quran is to keep repeating
statements insisting that YOU are a witness to something you did not see.
If you keep repeating the same lie, again and again, eventually you will
start believing it. There is a criminal term for this. It is called coercive
behaviour. The Quran is scattered with these statements.
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This verse is based on verses that suggest the earth is flat (see our earlier
posts) and that the sun sets in muddy puddle [18:86]. Now Allah needs to
wake it up or switch it on or something so the sun comes out. Seriously...
When I see these verses, I want to kick myself forever believing in Islam.
How blinded was I?
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"Until, when he reached the setting of the sun, he found it setting in a
spring of dark mud, and he found near it a people. Allah said, "O DhulQarnayn, either you punish [them] or else adopt among them [a way of]
goodness."Quran 18:86
“Allah alternates the night and the day. Indeed in that is a lesson for those
who have vision.” Quran 24:44
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It may seem surprising to many when we say again and again PLEASE
READ THE QURAN AND THE HADITH. Do not rely on anyone else. These
books are supposedly your life and death books where you will be judged
by these but we say: look out for verses about Melk Alyamen ()ملك اليمين
women slaves, look out for flat earth verses and there are many, look out
for verses that sound like abracadabra [2:1], [7:1], [26:1], [28:1] and
more... And in the Hadith please look out for Aysha's story and
Muhammad's death. Go go go... READ THEM NOW!!
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Go ahead. Test your faith. But wait, maybe research what happened to
Muhammad in his final years. How he suffered for four years because of it
and eventually killed him. Here is a clue, pssst "he did not eat his dates
one morning after a battle." 🤫
Here is the story:
Muhammad was poisoned by a Jewish woman, following the conquest of
Khaibar, where he took Safiyah as a wife and ordered the torture and
beheading of her husband Kinana, the chief of the Jews at Khaibar.
Narrated Anas bin Malik: A Jewess brought a poisoned (cooked) sheep for
the Prophet who ate from it. She was brought to the Prophet and he was
asked, "Shall we kill her?" He said, "No." I continued to see the effect of the
poison on the palate of the mouth of Allah's Apostle.
Sahih Bukhari 3:47:786
....Narrated 'Aisha: The Prophet in his ailment in which he died, used to
say, "O 'Aisha! I still feel the pain caused by the food I ate at Khaibar, and
at this time, I feel as if my aorta is being cut from that poison."
Sahih Bukhari 5:59:713
The reason behind her action was the killing of her people and family by
Muhammad.
The apostle of Allah sent for Zaynab and said to her, "What induced you
to do what you have done?" She replied, "You have done to my people
what you have done. You have killed my father, my uncle and my husband,
so I said to myself, "If you are a prophet, the foreleg will inform you; and
others have said, "If you are a king we will get rid of you."
Ibn Sa'd p. 252
It was no secret among the wives, that Aisha was Muhammad's favorite,
and he made this clear as death approached.
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Narrated 'Aisha: that during his fatal ailment, Allah's Apostle, used to ask
his wives, "Where shall I stay tomorrow? Where shall I stay tomorrow?"
He was looking forward to Aisha's turn. So all his wives allowed him to
stay where he wished....
Sahih Bukhari 7:62:144
....He came out with the help of two men and his legs were dragging on the
ground. He was between Al-Abbas and another man [Ali Ibn Abi Talib]."....
Sahih Bukhari 1:11:634
Eventually, after suffering four years. He died. Why the Sheikh will not
discuss this in his Friday sermon, it is an embarrassing story that
exposes Muhammad stupidly
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Before you get too angry, read the story of Zaynab Bint Jash and how
Muhammad decided he wanted her badly, even though at the time she
was his adopted son's wife.
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Before you get angry, read her story and make up your mind.
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Zaynab was initially married to Zaid, Muhammad's adopted son. One
day Muhammad paid a visit to Zaid's house to consult with him about
a matter, but he was not home. Not expecting Muhammad to be at the
door, Zaynab answered the door instead, dressed in a revealing
garment, and Muhammad immediately developed a desire for her.
When Zaid learned of the prophet's infatuation, he divorced Zaynab so
Muhammad could marry her. This turned into quite a scandal among
the Arabs, who equated Muhammad's actions with incest since he
married his daughter-in-law. Soon thereafter, Muhammad received
another convenient revelation:
"... So when Zaid had accomplished his desire from her (i.e. divorced
her), We gave her to you in marriage... And God's command must be
fulfilled."
Quran 33:37
And just like that, we see "Allah" doing Muhammad favour and
apparently "forcing" him to marry Zaynab. And what happened the
first night he married her? Nailed her...
So he can get his d*ik in her, Muhammad threw away a thousand years
tradition of adoption where Arabs adopted children.
Subhan Allah
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Quran verse 7:1 starts with what we call "abracadabra" verse - which we
were told as children "no one knows what it means, it is a mysterious!"
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You see other words in the start of 29 verses in the Quran: 2–3, 7, 10–15,
19–20, 26–32, 36, 38, 40–46, 50 and 68.
ۤ ۤال ۤم
But Quran 7:1 is very special: ص
We are not saying anything, but you can look up the meaning of the
word in any online or offline dictionary it will show what it means in
Arabic. Try it yourself, copy it and try.
ۤ ۤال ۤم
ص
So embarrassed by its meaning, our teacher read it in the class as letters
Alf Lam Meme, Sha'a.
Subhan Allah
Here are the other Abracadabra and Hocus Pocus words are:
al-Baqarah. ʾAlif Lām Mīm الم
Āl Imrān. ʾAlif Lām Mīm الم
al-Aʿrāf. ʾAlif Lām Mīm Ṣād المص
Yūnus. ʾAlif Lām Rā الر
Hūd ʾAlif Lām Rā الر
Yūsuf. ʾAlif Lām Rā الر
Ar-Raʿd. ʾAlif Lām Mīm Rā المر
Ibrāhīm. ʾAlif Lām Rā الر
al-Ḥijr. ʾAlif Lām Rā الر
Maryam Kāf Hā Yā ʿAin Ṣād كهيعص
Ṭāʾ. Hāʾ Ṭā Hā طه
ash-Shuʿārāʾ. Ṭā Sīn Mīm طسم
an-Naml. Ṭāʾ Sīn طس
al-Qaṣaṣ Ṭā Sīn Mīm طسم
al-ʿAnkabūt. ʾAlif Lām Mīm الم
ar-Rūm ʾAlif Lām Mīm الم
Luqmān. ʾAlif Lām Mīm الم
as-Sajdah ʾAlif Lām Mīm الم
Yāʾ Sīn. Yā Sīn يس
Ṣād Ṣād ص
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Ghāfir. Ḥā Mīm حم
Fuṣṣilat. Ḥā Mīm حم
ash-Shūrā Ḥā Mīm; ʿAin Sīn Qāf حم عسق
Az-Zukhruf Ḥā Mīm حم
Al Dukhān Ḥā Mīm حم
al-Jāthiya Ḥā Mīm حم
al-Aḥqāf Ḥā Mīm حم
Qāf. Qāf ق
Al-Qalam Nūn ن
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We know for a fact that it is our brains that control our thoughts,
emotions, intentions, and feelings. 7th century Arabia did not know
that, and therefore, Muhammad and the Quran did not know that. Yet
another scientific error in the Quran. The Quran assumed our logic is
the brain, but our heart is where our feelings, irrational thinking,
hidden intentions, or emotions. Absolute Bullshit!!
Studies done on heart implant patients found only 6% felt a change in
personality, which the researchers were able to link to the lifechanging experience of having near-death experience in undergoing
heart transplant operation (link provided below). And how many
times did the Quran get it wrong? You count and let me know.
 آل عمران١١٩﴿ صدُور
ُّ عليم بذَات ال
َ ّللا
َ َ ﴾قُل ُموتُوا بغَيظ ُكم إ َن
Quran 3:119-... Say, "Die in your rage. Indeed, Allah is Knowing of that
within the breasts."
َ ص َما في قُلُوب ُكم َو
 آل عمران١٥٤﴿ صدُور
ُّ عليم بذَات ال
َ ُّللا
َ ﴾وليُ َمح
َ
Quran 3:154 -.... And Allah is Knowing of that within the breasts.
 المائدة٧﴿ صدُور
ُّ عليم بذَات ال
َ ّللا
َ َ ّللا إ َن
َ َ ﴾واتَقُوا
َ
Quran 5:7-... And Allah is Knowing of that within the breasts.
 األنفال٤٣﴿ صدُور
ُّ عليم بذَات ال
َ ُسلَ َم إ َنه
َ ّللا
َ َ ﴾ولَتَنَازَ عتُم في األَمر َو َٰلَك َن
َ
He knows of that within the breasts- Quran 8:43
 هود٥﴿ صدُور
ُّ عليم بذَات ال
َ ُ﴾ َيع َل ُم َما يُس ُّرونَ َو َما يُعل ُنونَ إ َنه
... He knows of that within the breasts: Quran 11:5
 لقمان٢٣﴿ صدُور
ُّ عليم بذَات ال
َ ّللا
َ  ﴾إلَينَا َمرجعُ ُهم فَنُنَبئ ُ ُهم ب َماQuran 31:23...
َ َ عملُوا إ َن
Indeed, Allah is Knowing of that
within the breasts.
 فاطر٣٨﴿ صدُور
َ عال ُم غَيب ال
ُّ عليم بذَات ال
َ ُاوات َواألَرض إ َنه
َ ّللا
َ َ إ َن- :
َ س َم
Quran 35:38... He knows of that within the breasts:
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 الزمر٧﴿ صدُور
ُّ عليم بذَات ال
َ ُ﴾ َفيُنَبئ ُ ُكم ب َما ُكنتُم تَع َملُونَ إ َنه
Quran 39:7 ... He knows of that within the breasts:
َ ﴾و َيم ُح
 الشورى٢٤﴿ صدُور
ُّ عليم بذَات ال
َ ُّللاُ ال َباط َل َويُح ُّق ال َح َق بكَل َماته إ َنه
َ
Quran 42:24... He knows of that within the breasts.
 الحديد٦﴿ صدُور
ُّ عليم بذَات ال
َ ار في اللَيل َوه َُو
َ ﴾ويُول ُج ال َن َه
َ
Quran 57:6... He knows of that within the breasts.
َ ﴾و َيع َل ُم َما تُس ُّرونَ َو َما تُعل ُنونَ َو
 التغابن٤﴿ صدُور
ُّ عليم بذَات ال
َ ُّللا
َ -.... And Allah is
Knowing of that within the breasts. Quran 64:4
 الملك١٣﴿ صدُور
ُّ عليم بذَات ال
َ ُ﴾وأَس ُّروا قَولَ ُكم أَو اج َه ُروا به إ َنه
َ
... He knows of that within the breasts. Quran 67:13
All these verses sourced from Quran.com
Reasoning and Comprehension in the heart? Qur’an said:
“So have they not traveled through the earth and have hearts by
which to reason and ears by which to hear? For indeed, it is not eyes
that are blinded, but blinded are the hearts which are within the
breasts" (22:46)
Un-comprehending and Reasoning, Qur’an said:
“They have hearts with which they do not understand, they have eyes
with which they do not see, and they have ears with which they do
not hear " (7:179)
“They were satisfied to be with those who stay behind, and their
hearts were sealed over, so they do not understand.” (9:87)
Faith, Qur’an said:
"... Those - He has decreed within their hearts faith and supported
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them with spirit from Him. ” (58:22)
Blasphemy and Disbelief, Qur’an said:
" Your god is one God. But those who do not believe in the Hereafter their hearts are disapproving, and they are arrogant..” (16:22)
And said:
“Those are the ones over whose hearts and hearing and vision Allah
has sealed, and it is those who are the heedless.” (16:108)
Dissension, Holy Qur’an:
“The Hypocrites fear lest a surah should be revealed concerning
them, proclaiming what is in their hearts.” (9: 64)
To Receive Guidance, Quran said:
“And whosoever believeth in God, He guide his heart. And God is
knower of all things.” (64:11)
“Most surely there is a reminder in this for him who has a heart or he
gives ear and is a witness.” (50: 37)
Negligence, Quran said
“And obey not him whose heart we have made heedless of Our
Remembrance, who followeth his own lust.” (18:28)
Certainty and Tranquility, Quran has said:
“Verily in the remembrance of God do hearts find rest.” (13:28)
And said:
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“He it is who sent down peace of reassurance into the hearts of the
believers that they might add faith unto their faith.” (48:4)
Anxiety and Conflict, Quran says:
“They alone ask leave of you who believe not in God and the Last Day,
and whose hearts feel doubt, so in their doubt they waver.” (9:45)
Blessing and Kindness, Quran says:
“And places compassion and mercy in the hearts of those who
followed him.” (57:27)
“He it is who support you with His Help and with the believers. And
(as for the believers) hath attuned their hearts.” (8: 62-63)
Hot-temper and Cruelty, Quran says:
“If you had been stern and fierce of heart, they would have dispersed
from round about thee.” (3:159)
Academic research of heart implants:
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/1299456/
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Buraq, the flying donkey with a beautiful face is rightly described by in
western Encyclopaedia and history books as legend (the politely way of
saying bullshit). If you think this is enough bullshit, please wait to hear
more. Muhammad had to barter and negotiate Allah to drop the number
of prayer from 50 a day to 5 a day. Seriously, who buys this crap story.
Why Allah never ask any civilization before to pray 50 times a day - after
all we are lead to believe that every civilisation received a prophet!
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Brothers and sisters, before you rush to point out bullshits in other faith,
take a closer look at Islam. It is nothing but #blind_faith.
https://www.britannica.com/topic/Buraq
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We are good at pointing out other people's humpback but cannot see
our own hump. Muhammad made up equally, if not more ridiculous fairy
tales. Like travelling to the 7th heaven. Along the way, meeting different
angels and prophets, then bartering with Allah to reduce prayer from
50 times a day to 5 times a day. But this god who had a chance to send
us his message and 50 prayers a day request for 200,000 years of
human evolution on earth (that we know off), never required any nation
to pray this much. But we have to believe that Muhammad used his
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merchant skills to negotiate Allah to reduce prayer from 50 to 5.
I hear you thinking. WHAT A BULLSHIT!!

Here some more:
Al-Burāq (" البُراقlightning") is a mythological steed comparable to the
Greek Pegasus, believed to be a creature from the heavens which
transported the various Islamic prophets.
Islamic sources describe it as a tall, white, handsome-faced, longeared, bridled male beast, bigger than a donkey but smaller than a
mule. It has two wings on its thighs and its step is so wide that it
"reached the farthest point within the reach of the animal's sight."
Some traditions also describe it with the head of a woman and the tail
of a peacock, similar to the Hindu Goddess Sri Kamadhenu who is
sometimes depicted as a winged cow with a peacock's tail and the head
of a woman.
The belief is that the Buraq carried Prophet Muhammad from Mecca to
the seven heavens, from the heavens to the then non-existent "farthest
mosque" (Al-Aqsa Mosque in Jerusalem) and back to Mecca during the
Isra and Mi'raj or "Night Journey".
During his visit to the heavens, prior to meeting with Allah, Muhammad
met with various prophets, including Musa (Moses) who allegedly wept
because there would be more believers in Islam in heaven than Jews.
Like it is some competition!!!
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Telling people the world is ending soon is not unique to one specific
religion. All major religions engage in scare tactics. Muhammad, not
least, did not ever call for the Quran to be put together as a book in his
lifetime, because the end of the world was supposed to happen very
soon (even possibly in his lifetime). That was 1400 years ago!!! But
why this tactic works? If you believe the world will end soon, you will
not care if you die in a battlefield, future plans are cancelled, and a cultlike followers impressed with the certainty of the end will gather.
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This is the AUTHENTIC Hadith that shows how Muhammad used this
tactic.
Anas reported Allah's Messenger  ﷺas saying: I and the Last Hour have
been sent like this and (he while doing it) joined the forefinger with
the middle finger.
A'isha reported that when the desert Arabs came to Allable Messenger
 ﷺthey asked about the Last Hour as to when that would come. And he
looked towards the youngest amongst them and said: If he lives he
would not grow very old that he would find your Last Hour coming to
you the would see you dying) . "
Anas reported that a person asked Allah's Messenger  ﷺas to when the
Last Hour would come. He had in his presence a young boy of the Ansar
who was called Muhammad. Allah's Messenger (may peace be upon
bion) said: If this young boy lives. he may not grow very old till (he
would see) the Last Hour coming to you.
Anas b. Malik reported that a person asked Allah's Apostle ﷺ: When
would the Last Hour come? Thereupon Allah's Messenger (may peace
be upon him) kept quiet for a while. then looked at a young boy in his
presence belonging to the tribe of Azd Shanilwa and he said: If this boy
lives he would not grow very old till the Last Hour would come to you.
Anas said that this young boy was of our age during those days.
Anas reported: A young boy of Mughira b. Shu'ba happened to pass by
(the Holy Prophet) and he was of my age Thereupon Allah's Apostle
(may peace be upon him) said: If he lives long he would not grow very
old till the Last Hour would come (to the old People of this generation).
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Classification Sahih (Authentic)
References
https://muflihun.com/muslim/41/7049
https://muflihun.com/muslim/41/7050
https://muflihun.com/muslim/41/7051
https://muflihun.com/muslim/41/7052
https://muflihun.com/muslim/41/7053
Nowadays, Islamic scholars push this and other failed Hadith under
the carpet. And invent alternative "signed of end of times" to frighten
you into faith. And it works.
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Was Muhammad using Allah as his powerful invisible friend?
"So fear Allah, and obey me.
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Quran 26:108
"So fear Allah, and obey me."
Quran 26:110
"So fear Allah and obey me
Quran 26:126
"Now fear Allah, and obey me
Quran 26:131
"So fear Allah, and obey me
Quran 26:144
But fear Allah and obey me;
Quran 26:150
"So fear Allah and obey me.
Quran 26:163
"So fear Allah and obey me.
Quran 26:179
The same thing appears all over the Quran, combined with other
content.
But for anyone not blinded by the faith, do you notice it says"...obey me"
and NOT "... obey Him" or "... obey Allah."
But if there is ever better evidence as to who was writing the Quran, it is
this Sahih (verified) Hadith.
Muhammad Corrects Allah:
There was revealed: 'Not equal are those believers who sit (at home)
and those who strive and fight in the Cause of Allah.' (4.95)
The Prophet said, "Call Zaid for me and let him bring the board, the inkpot
and the scapula bone (or the scapula bone and the inkpot)."' Then he said,
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"Write: 'Not equal are those Believers who sit..", and at that time 'Amr bin
Um Maktum, the blind man was sitting behind the Prophet. He said, "O
Allah's Apostle! What is your order For me (as regards the above Verse)
as I am a blind man?" So, instead of the above Verse, the following Verse
was "revealed":
'Not equal are those believers who sit (at home) except those who are
disabled (by injury or are blind or lame etc.) and those who strive and
fight in the cause of Allah.' (4.95)
Sahih Bukhari 6:61:512
You can read more on-demand verses, in the link below. We will have
one about Mary the Coptic slave. Even for us, it is shocking to see
Muhammad use the Quran like that...
https://wikiislam.net/wiki/Muhammad's_Just_In_Time_Revelations
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Hadith are stories of wisdom by prophet Muhammad, narrated by the
people around him. They vary in authenticity from a weak, medium, to
authentic. Authentic are ones approved to be correct by the highest
Islamic authority of Egypt (Alazhar), Saudi (Grand Mufti), and Iran
(Ayatollah) + many more.
This is the dilemma I first faced. The authentic Hadith is full of immoral
commands and stories:
- Camel Urine as a cure for stomach upset
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- Muhammad's marriage to 6-year-old Aysha
- Women being half brain and half witness
- Laws governing slavery and female prisoners of wars are sex slaves.
- The poisoning of Muhammad.
(there are also loads of scientific bullshits!!)
All these are in the Hadith - not the Quran. Let's forget the Hadith, then.
But we cannot just throw away the Hadith!! The Quran says we have to
pray, and the Hadith tells us how to wash and how to pray. The Quran tells
us how to Hajj to Mecca, the Hadith tells us how to do the pilgrimage.
Many of the confusing Quranic verses are explained in the Hadith. So,
what do you do? Invent Islam 2.0 and start all over again? 😂😂😂
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This article should be titled: Muhammad and his disgusting golden
shower fetish.
"Take for example the case where a companion of the Prophet drinks
his blessed urine, only to discover that she has now been shielded
completely from the fire of Hell!"

🤮🤮🤮
https://islamicvirtues.com/2013/12/02/benefits-of-drinking-theblessed-urine-of-our-holy-prophet-s/
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Women rights
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Was Muhammad a womaniser? Absolutely, many Muslim men
acknowledge that. Was he a corrupted politician and writing the Quran
himself? Let's see.
Muhammad was supposedly a humble messenger of Allah. To. Follow
everything Allah told Him to do. But when Allah said a maximum of four
wives, Muhammad had at the time of this story 9 wives, many concubines,
and still to Aisha shock, Muhammad was sleeping with any Muslim who
came along, even without the approval of a guardian. So she kicks up a
fuss with Muhammad, like what the hell!! But the next day "Allah"
responded with an out of jail card... Subhan Allah. Can you guess what
Aisha response was, "I feel that your Lord hastens in fulfilling your wishes
and desires." Sahih Bukhari 6:60:311
You can read this and many more on-demand verses that Muhammad
invented on the go (if you dare) from here:
https://wikiislam.net/wiki/Muhammad's_Just_In_Time_Revelations

Does anyone have an answer to this? #womensrights in Islam get bread
crumbs.
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Some brothers and sisters will get angry when they see this post, but the
Quranic verse is there. READ IT: 4:24.
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Men, throughout history, invented gods to explain the world around us.
Islam is the best specimen of how a religion invented by men to serve men
would look like...
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women lived before Islam. For history is written by the winners. But we
do know something about women's rights BEFORE ISLAM from the story
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of Khadijah, Muhammad's first wife. She was an independent
businesswoman, she was the richest of Quraishi tribes, she had the largest
convoy of camels who traded with Palestine and Syria, had married two
men before Muhammad, she chooses her own husbands, in fact, she
chooses Muhammad who was HER OWN EMPLOYEE! Muhammad never
dared to marry on her while she was alive. What Muhammad did after he
took control? Women to stay at home, cover from head to toe, not allowed
to engage in business on their own, have to ask a male guardian to get
married... Demolition of Women's rights. But we need to buy the story that
the pagans of Arabia buried baby girls alive... We, in Islam, burry them for
life. Al Hamdullah.
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Khadija_bint_Khuwaylid
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I kid you not. This is the exact translation of this article. In Islam the most
unusual claim, to say the following:
"... Marry women of your choice, Two or three or four; but if you fear that
you shall not be able to deal justly (with them), then only one, or (a
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captive) that your right hands possess, that will be more suitable, to
prevent you from doing injustice."— Qur'an, 4:3
Captive, are slaves that Muslim men can have sex with. We will be back to
this topic another time. But when it comes down to it. Muhammad wanted
to marry many more women so he introduced this verse shortly after he
had married three. These were supposed to be the words of Allah.
Muhammad was supposedly only a humble messenger who obeys Allah.
How many women did Muhammad have at one time? Eleven. If you
include captives, 24. Like a corrupted politician, he set the rule and broke
it.
#exmuslim #athiestmemes #athiest #arabictranslatedmemes #leavingis
lam #womensrightsinislam #secondwife
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Islam blames women for nearly everything. Cover as you wish will
make no difference if men in the family do not start by teaching our
boys to see and treat women with equal, humans, and individually.
I see no way to doing this without distancing ourselves from the Quran
and Hadith...
Statements like these should be mocked:
The Prophet said, "Isn't the witness of a woman equal to half of that of
a man?" The women said, "Yes." He said, "This is because of the
deficiency of a woman's mind."
Sahih Bukhari 3:48:826
Allah's Apostle said, "The woman is like a rib; if you try to straighten
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her, she will break. So if you want to get benefit from her, do so while
she still has some crookedness."
Sahih Bukhari 7:62:113
"Allah's Apostle said, "If there is any evil omen in anything, then it is in
the woman, the horse and the house."
Sahih Bukhari 4:52:111
https://wikiislam.net/wiki/Qur%27an,_Hadith_and_Scholars:Wome
n
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Ayaan Hirsi Ali
Another Ex-Muslim and another person #AwesomeWithoutAllah
And before anyone starts making assumptions, here is her
Wikipedia page. She is also active on Social Media.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ayaan_Hirsi_Ali
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The question today is how many wives did Muhammad actually have and
why is this important?
Muhammad was supposed to be just a humble messenger who follows
Allah message in everything. When Khadijah died, he started marrying
more and more women. He was desperate for a male heir to follow his
message, similar to his biblical hero Abraham who had two wives and five
boys. When he married wife number three, people started asking
questions as to what the limit will be from Allah. So the verse limit
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marriages to four came down in the most ridiculous form that says a man
is allowed to marry four but you have to be fair to them all otherwise you
go to hell - and wait for it - the verse continues "you will never be
completely fair to them". What a ridiculous statement. It was Muhammad
way of say "only me, I will be able to be fair to them all." Quran [4:3-5]
Did he stop at four? No. Like a corrupted politician, he set the rules and
broke it. According to the most conservative estimates, he married 11, but
many insist 13, with 9 wives at the same time. This does not include
concubines, where the number is said to reach 24.
Enough? No. That is not enough. When Aysha, his youngest wife, who at
the time was 12 years old, complained he was sleeping with women
without marriage, Muhammad invented another verse that said
".... a believing woman if she gives herself to the Prophet [and] if the
Prophet wishes to marry her, [this is] only for you, excluding the [other]
believers. We certainly know what We have made obligatory upon them
concerning their wives and those their right hands possess, [but this is for
you] in order that there will be upon you no discomfort... "Quran [33:50]
How convenient! A rule only for you to sleep with any woman who offers
herself and this is NOT allowed for other believers. Reminds me of the
book" Animal Farm".
And all this to what end? Nothing. Muhammad did not get a surviving
boy. So now we claim him Jesus-like prophet. Bullshit.
Muhammad's wives are:
Khadija bint Khuwaylid 595–619
Sawda bint Zamʿa 619–632
Aisha bint Abi Bakr c.623–632
Hafsa bint Umar 624–632
Zaynab bint Khuzayma 625–627
Hind bint Abi Umayya 625–632
Zaynab bint Jahsh 627–632
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Juwayriyya bint al-Harith 628–632
Ramla bint Abi Sufyan 628–632
Rayhana bint Zayd 629–631
Safiyya bint Huyayy 629–632
Maymunah bint al-Harith 630–632
Maria al-Qibtiyya 630–632
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Muhammad
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Many of these paintings are found in Museum's around Europe drawn by
Western artists visiting the Middle East and North Africa. They represent
how people of these countries traded in slaves. Where did this trade come
from? It comes from the term Melk Alamein (  )ملك اليميينor what your right
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hand possess. Mentioned in the Quran at least 4 times: Quran [33:50] ;
[23:5-6] ; [70:27-30] ; and [4:24]. Don't just get angry, read and educate
yourself. You can read more about it
here: https://wikiislam.net/wiki/Concerns_with_Islam:_Sexual_Slavery_
in_Islam
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If only eggs come with a warning. Alas, even males would see this and
say "oh yeah, I would have probably done the same." And a minute later
argue "Islam honours women, Mashallah."
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Why did Muhammad not think of this as a reward for women Jihadists?
Because the Quran is written by a man for men.
And BBC is not British Broadcasting Service. Try googling BBC slang
term. 😉
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Completion time. Whoever can guess who this mysterious historical
personality, wins 72 virgins in heaven*. Hamdullah.
*Terms and Conditions apply: There is no guarantee there is anything
when you die. You would have wasted your one life over a desert dweller
who believed the world will end after he dies. So much so, he was more
concerned about wars and women than even asking for the Quran to
be written in a BOOK!!
But he had time to tell us that sneezing is good, but yawning badly:
Narrated Abu Huraira: The Prophet said, "Allah likes sneezing and
dislikes yawning, so if someone sneezes and then praises Allah... But as
regards yawning, it is from satan, so one must try one's best to stop it, if
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one

says

'Ha'

when

yawning,

Satan

will

Sahih Bukhari 8:73:242
Anyways, back to the competition. Can you guess? 🤔
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laugh

at

him."

First of all, Turkey's "marry your rapist" bill is not Islamic at all. It is
borrowed from colonial times. There is no Hadith or verse in the Quran
that says that.
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But what the Quran does say is an eye for an eye (of course, plagiarised
from the pagan Babylonians).
"And We ordained for them therein a life for a life, an eye for an eye, a
nose for a nose, an ear for an ear, a tooth for a tooth, and for wounds is
legal retribution...." Quran [5:45]
We have a better way of interpreting this verse. I don't know about you,
but I am sure this will put off rapist ever considering it. 😜
*The picture is not a true story but a satirical take on the bill.
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2016/nov/23/turkishchild-bride-turkey-child-rapists-marry-victims
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But what do we find in Chapter 4 that CROWNED women queens of
heaven?
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Four wives for men, Quran (4:3)
Men get the double inheritance of women, Quran (4:11)
Women captive allowed as slaves for men, Quran (4:3 and 4:24)
described as "Your right-hand posses"
How men can beat their wives, Quran (4:34) - note lightly is in bracket.
Man can simply divorce a wife he finds undesirable, Quran (4:129)
And why haram for a woman to reject her husband's sex demands.
Quran (4:34) and backed by Hadith Sahih Bukhari
Wow... For a moment, this is starting to sound like a chapter for men, not
women!, 🤔
Of course, Islam is written by a man for men.
Source: Quran.com
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Why does Imtiaz Mahmood say something like this? Because he read the
Quran and Hadith, with the history of Islam and reached the same
conclusion we did.
It is unfair to rely on Muslim sources to know how women lived before
Islam. For history is written by the winners. But we do know something
about women's rights BEFORE ISLAM from the story of Khadijah,
Muhammad's first wife. She was an independent businesswoman, she was
the richest of Quraishi tribes, she had the largest convoy of camels who
traded with Palestine and Syria, had married two men before Muhammad,
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she chooses her own husbands, in fact, she choose Muhammad who was
HER OWN EMPLOYEE! Muhammad never dared to marry on her while
she was alive. What Muhammad did after he took control? Women to stay
at home, cover from head to toe, not allowed to engage in business on
their own, have to ask a male guardian to get married... Demolition of
Women's rights. But we need to buy the story that the pagans of Arabia
buried baby girls alive... We, in Islam, burry them for life. Al Hamdullah.
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Khadija_bint_Khuwaylid
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We have trolls who only heard some teaching from their teachers, who
watched highly edited YouTube videos of Dawah and watched tons of
PR videos about people converting to Islam. But have they even read
the Quran? Have they read the Hadith. Are they reading in Arabic?
Take example the term Nikah  نكاحevery Arabic born and bred person
will tell you it means f@%k. It appears 32 times in the Quran and
countless times in the Hadith. But Urdu and Western translate were too
embarrassed to translate it as such. So, they translated as "marriage"
and now it appears in almost all online sources as marriage. But try it
on Google Translate and see. So next time you hear  عقد النكاحwhich your
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teacher translates as "marriage contract", correct them. It actually
translates "contract to f@%k". Subhan Allah.

As we said before. When you study Islam, not surface study it, you will
reach one of three choices:
1. Accept it and become Islamist.
2. Turn a blind eye and invent Islam 2.0 that fits your beliefs.
3. Reject it and become atheist or agnostic.

Option 2 might seem the preferred choice for many but is it really about
faith or desperation to believe in anything.
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Subhan Allah, Allah thinks of everything...
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How is it so hard for people to see that this objectifies women to being
a man's property? Islam is a perfect heaven for a jealous and
controlling man. Islam designed by a man for men set about
objectifying women. One, fear from an imaginary Allah:
"Prophet (peace and blessings of Allah be upon him) said: “I looked
into Paradise and I saw that the majority of its people were the poor.
And I looked into Hell and I saw that the majority of its people are
women.” (Narrated by al-Bukhari, 3241; Muslim, 2737)
Two, from his beating (yes yes, even if she had to be warned bla bla
bla).
"Men are in charge of women by [right of] what Allah has given one
over the other and what they spend [for maintenance] from their
wealth. So righteous women are devoutly obedient, guarding in [the
husband's] absence what Allah would have them, guard. But those
[wives] from whom you fear arrogance - [first] advise them; [then if
they persist], forsake them in bed; and [finally], STRIKE THEM. But if
they obey you [once more], seek no means against them. Indeed, Allah
is ever Exalted and Grand." Quran 4:34
We are in a world where psychologists insists beating children is an
ineffective way to teach them a lesson. They tend to forget about what
you are talking about and focus on the pain. All they remember of it as
grown-up, is hate and violence. Yet, the Quran allows men to treat their
women this way.
And you wonder why some convert to Islam? Well, some men love the
idea of a religion that gives them license to control. Why women
convert, that remains a puzzle. To the best of our knowledge, they are
sold Islam as either Islam 2.0 or a fantasy version of 50 shades of grey
(in this case 50 shades of stupidity)
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You probably saw a few years ago a meme where a lady in hijab suggests
that "a woman is better covered like a sweet"... Well, here is the
response. Enjoy.
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Morality
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He was married to at least 13 ladies but had as much as 24 wives and
concubines. https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Muhammad%27s_wives

"Islam is perfect but_Muslims_are_not!"(1)
Look at the verses and Hadith that ISIS, al-Qaida, Bokoharam, Taliban and
other extremists use. And ask yourself, is this right??
For a religion we claim to be perfect, it has some wacky 7th-century ideas.
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And that is a fact. The Shariah Law swift claim of producing justice is both
barbaric and subject to abuse. Go back to your first statement (1), and you
see why Shariah law cannot be implemented fairly.
A person you falsely imprisoned for theft or murder can still have a
chance. A person you cut his hand off or execute then discover they are
innocent??? Allah's will, utterly stupid.
Try this next time:
"Islam_is_not_perfect, we are sorry!"

When we have to pray five times a day and need to think which foot to use
to enter the toilet, and what words to say when we sneeze and different
words when we yawn, when Ramadan is consuming and exhausting for
nothing. Ramadan is not healthy. The fat gets fatter, and the skinny and
thin get skinnier. Fasting all day gets us stressed and those who stress eat,
eat too much at the iftar. Those who lose their appetite when stressed, do
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not eat much. Check it next Ramadan. Anyways, our lives are dominated
by religion and stupid conspiracy theories and lies, and we rely on the
west on EVERYTHING!! You know why? Because Islam consumes
ourselves. We will NEVER progress.
Go read the golden age of Islam, the one time we sing about. It was, in fact,
the age when we distanced ourselves from Islam. When the poet sang
about alcohol and love of life when apostates question Allah's existence in
the open. They were then supported by leaders who they too lost faith and
stopped expanding. It was a time when we became more atheist than
anytime before. You want to see how to we lived by the Quran and Hadith,
we saw that no long ago with ISIS. If you only can stop pretending and be
honest with yourself.
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Islamic_Golden_Age
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Pew research shows 23% of Muslim Americans do not believe in Islam
anymore; 18% of British Muslims do not believe in Islam either. A BBC
survey in 2019 showed that in just 5 years the percentage of Arabs who
identify as none religious went up from 8% to 13%. These numbers are
going up every day. Where are these people? Hiding!! Why? Because of
the threat, they get if they talk openly about leaving Islam from
moderates as well as fundamentalists.
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How long do you need to test a "concept" of living before you realise it is
bullshit! We could have been praying to a toothbrush and got the same
results (if not better!!) at least we know toothbrushes exists and they can
clean our teeth. Whereas the Quran is full of scientific
errors. https://wikiislam.net/wiki/Scientific_Errors_in_the_Quran
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Morality comes from us. Start by taking responsibility for it.
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Islam and other religions picture none believers as animals with no
morals but history and facts say something else.
What we also know about that era, is that Waraqah Ibn Nawfal,
Muhammad's maternal uncle, was a priest in Christianity and Judaism.
And the old man who called peaceful for people to believe in the God
of Abraham. But because he did it peacefully, he never was harmed.
Muhammad was a lot aggressive in pushing for his version of the faith
that drove them to take such action.
The question: does religion teach us moral? Is it true that without
religion we become animals and immoral? We kill, rape, and steal? We
say stop the Bullshit.
There are an estimated 1.2 billion atheists and agnostics people
around the world. I see no 1.2 billion killers, rapist, or the criminals. In
fact, one study from the USA of federal criminals In USA prison have
the following percentage by the faith of prisoners is closely related to
the USA population. In fact, where 10% of prisoners say they are none
religion affiliated, this is half of the general population.
What about US scientist? The stark difference with the general public
could not be any clearer. Nearly 58% are irreligious and do not believe
in any god!
Japan and Nordic countries of North Europe are some of the highest
atheist population and the lowest crimes.
There you have it. And you thought it would be the other way around.
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Jezia is the extra tax imposed on non-Muslims (Dhimmis) who live
under Muslim rule according to the Qur'an and Hadith. It is in effect a
discrimination tax, you would NEVER see people justify it these days.
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All those who troll us and are ready to justify it, think carefully before
you justify it.
"Fight those who believe not in Allah nor the Last Day, nor hold
forbidden that which hath been forbidden by Allah and His Messenger,
nor acknowledge the religion of Truth, (even if they are) of the People
of the Book, until they pay the Jezia with willing submission, and feel
themselves subdued." Quran 9:29
"I call you to God and to Islam. If you respond to the call, then you are
Muslims: You obtain the benefits they enjoy and take up the
responsibilities they bear. If you refuse, then you must pay the jizyah.
If you refuse the jizyah, I will bring against you tribes of people who
are more eager for death than you are for life. We will then fight you
until God decides between us and you." (Al Tabari, Volume XI)
Khalid bin Al-Waheed (Muslim General, 632AD)
Summon the people to God; those who respond to your call, accept it
from them, but those who refuse must pay the poll tax out of
humiliation and lowliness. If they refuse this, it is the sword without
leniency. Fear God with regard to what you have been entrusted. (Al
Tabari, Volume XII)
Umar ibn al-Khattab during the conquest of al-Basrah (636 CE)
https://wikiislam.net/wiki/Jizyah_(Tax)
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What we love from everyone curious about Islam is to read the Quran
and Hadith from multiple sources. This might sound absolutely
ridiculous coming from an Atheist page like us. But we said it many
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times. Specifically, we call on our trolls to read it. For those who don't
have time and just want to read how "peaceful and loving" Islam is, the
link is found at the end of this caption. If you are blind in your faith,
don't read that link. Allah loves blind faith. Here is something from my
story:
I grew up believing deeply in Islam. That is why I understand so well
those who get angry when they first visit this page. Islam is a life
investment and has some excellent arguments that elevate it. That is
why many of our trolls come stacked with memes thinking we are not
really atheists but undercover for another faith. We are not.
I read the Quran in Arabic many times, but specifically, I set times to
read it from cover to cover four times in my life. Even though I read it
in Arabic, I crossed referenced it with the Tafseer to leave no doubt.
And the more I read it, the more I lost faith. This is God, the perfect, the
almighty, who knows everything. He cannot write a coherent story in
one place. Many of the stories are chaotically spread across different
chapters. Abraham, Adam, Lut, Essa (Jesus), Mariam (Mary), and many
more. All over the place. Then mishmashed between Meccan and
Madina verses with no chronological order. When I read it the third
time in chronological order from Meccan to Median, I felt a Quran the
grew angry and bolder, aggressive and violent. And that is when the
penny finally dropped. This is Bullshit!!! The author of the Quran
seems to be surprised by historical events. But Allah, the all-knowing,
would have known these things are going to happen. Now my mind
switched to critical thinking, the reading of the many immoral Hadith
only went further in sinking that ship. There was no going back. Islam
is not perfect faith by any stretch of the imagination. What is more, the
Islamic teachings are not fit for purpose. The only way I can continue
living by it is by creating Islam 2.0.
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Alas, Islam 2.0 is the version that is given to curious people. And we
only need 1 in 1000 to be convinced by this half sided bullshit to have
a PR video published and spread online.
Do those new converts know the full story? Probably too late in the
day when they will feel massive peer pressure to keep the facade.
Others will leave quietly and disappear, even fewer will speak out. Are
they going to make PR videos about leaving Islam? Are you crazy? Now
you know how it works.
http://tiny.cc/kfbhjz
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Human Rights
Be aware newly converts. If you convert and then decide to leave
again; the punishment is the death penalty.
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The worse ones are those who have it blasting from their phones like
they have turned a phone created by Kuffar to a blasting mosque.
Whatever happened to "polite reminders"? Do they not consider how
people around them feel?
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Empathy... A word we need to teach ourselves and our children.
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“No one ever leaves Islam! You are liars!" is how blind some people to
the growing number of Ex-Muslims leaving Islam. But if you insist, here
is a sample of famous people who left Islam.
Armin Navabi, founder of the Atheist Republic.
Javed Akhtar is a noted Indian writer and lyricist.
Maryam Namazie, cofounder of the Council of Ex-Muslims of Britain.
Mina Ahadi, founder of the Central Council of Ex-Muslims.
Salman Rushdie, author of The Satanic Verses.
Sarah Haider, co-founder of Ex-Muslims of North America.
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Afshin Ellian – Iranian-Dutch professor of law, philosopher, poet.
Ahmed Harqan – Egyptian human rights activist and outspoken atheist.
Ahmed Sharif – Bangladeshi humanist book seller, human rights activist
and secular humanist.
Al-Ma'arri – blind Arab philosopher, poet and writer.
Alexander Aan – Indonesian atheist and ex-Muslim of Minang descent,
who was attacked by an mob and arrested in 2012 for posting "God does
not exist" and other antireligious writings on Facebook, attracting
international attention.
Ali A. Rizvi – Pakistani-born Canadian physician, writer and ex-Muslim
activist.
Ali Soilih – Comorian socialist revolutionary; president of the Comoros.
Ali Dashti – Iranian rationalist and member of Iranian Senate.
Aliaa Magda Elmahdy – Egyptian internet activist and women's rights
advocate.
Aliyah Saleem – British secular education campaigner, writer and
market researcher, activist and co-founder of advocacy group Faith to
Faithless.
Anwar Shaikh – British author of Pakistani descent.
Armin Navabi – Iranian-born atheist and secular activist, author,
podcaster and vlogger, founder of Atheist Republic
Aroj Ali Matubbar – self-taught Bangladeshi philosopher
Arzu Toker – German-speaking writer, journalist, publicist, translator of
Turkish descent, cofounder of the Central Council of Ex-Muslims in
Germany.
As'ad Abu Khalil – Lebanese professor of political science at California
State University, Stanislaus. He describes himself as an "atheist
secularist".]
Asif Mohiuddin – Bangladeshi blogger and secularist.
Ayaan Hirsi Ali – Somali-born Dutch feminist, writer, and politician.
Ayaz Nizami – Pakistani Islamic Scholar became atheist, Founder
of realisticapproach.org. an Urdu website about atheism, and Vice
President of Atheist & Agnostic Alliance Pakistan. He is currently
detained under the charges of blasphemy and could face the death
penalty.
Ayman Odeh – Israeli politician
Aziz Nesin – popular Turkish humorist and author of more than 100
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books.
Barack Obama Sr. – Kenyan senior governmental economist, and the
father of 44th U.S. President Barack Obama.
Bisi Alimi – Nigerian gay rights activist based in the United Kingdom
Bonya Ahmed – Bangladeshi-American author, humanist activist and
blogger, wife of Avijit Roy; hacked to death after receiving threats
related to his promotion of secular views.
Charles Wardle – former militant convert to Islam from New Zealand.
Worked for the NZSIS.
E. A. Jabbar – Indian ex-Muslim, orator, writer, retired school teacher of
Kerala. Editor of Yukthiyugam Malayalam Magazine
Ebru Umar – Dutch columnist of Turkish descent, critic of Islam and of
Turkish president Recep Tayyip Erdoğan
Enver Hoxha – Communist dictator who declared Albania the first
atheist state, and who has been identified as an "arch-atheist."
Faik Konitza – Albanian stylist, critic, publicist and political figure that
had a tremendous impact on Albanian writing and on Albanian culture at
the time.
Faisal Saeed Al Mutar – Iraqi-born satirist, human rights activist, writer,
founder of the Global Secular Humanist Movement (GSHM).
Farhan Akhtar – Indian actor, singer, songwriter, playback singer,
producer and television host.
Fauzia Ilyas – founder of Atheist & Agnostic Alliance Pakistan
Fazil Say – Turkish pianist, sued for having expressed his atheism
publicly.
Hafid Bouazza – Moroccan-Dutch writer.
Hamed Abdel-Samad – German-Egyptian political scientist, historian and
author.
Hassan Bahara – Moroccan-Dutch writer.
Humayun Azad – Bangladeshi author, poet, scholar and
linguists.[278][279]
Inkulab – Tamil rationalist poet/writer and Marxist activist. Born as
Sakul Hameed.
Irfan Habib – Indian Historian.
Ismael Adham – Egyptian writer and philosopher.
Ismail Kadare – world-renowned Albanian writer.
Ismail Mohamed (activist) – Egyptian atheist human rights activist, host
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of The Black Ducks programme.
Javed Akhtar – noted Indian writer and lyricist.
Kacem El Ghazzali – Moroccan-Swiss writer and activist.
Kareem Amer – Egyptian blogger.
Kumail Nanjiani – Pakistani American stand-up comic and actor.
Lounès Matoub – Algerian Berber Kabyle singer.
Maryam Namazie – Iranian communist, political activist and leader of
the British apostate-organization Council of Ex-Muslims of Britain.
Mina Ahadi – Iranian-born pacifist, founder of the German apostateorganization "Zentralrat der Ex-Muslime"
Mirza Fatali Akhundov – 19th century Azerbaijani playwright and
philosopher.
Muhammad Syed - Pakistani American speaker and political activist. Cofounder of Ex-Muslims of North America.
Nahla Mahmoud – Sudanese-born British writer, secularist,
environmentalist, and human rights activist, and spokesperson for the
Council of Ex-Muslims of Britain.
Parvin Darabi – Iranian born American activist, writer and woman's
rights activist.
Pelin Batu – Turkish actress and television personality. ]
Rahaf Mohammed – Saudi Arabian refugee in Canada whose January
2019 flight attracted international attention and involved diplomatic
intervention.
Ramiz Alia – Albanian communist leader and former president of
Albania.]
Rana Ahmad – Saudi Arabian refugee in Germany, author, women's
rights activist and founder of the Atheist Refugee Relie]
Salman Rushdie – British-Indian novelist and essayist.
Sam Touzani – Belgian actor, TV presenter, choreographer and
comedian with Moroccan roots, critic of both the far-right and Islamism.
Sarah Haider - American writer, speaker, political activist and cofounder of Ex-Muslims of North America.
Sarmad Kashani – seventeenth-century mystical poet and sufi saint,
arrived from Persia to India, beheaded for assumed heresy by the
Mughal emperor, Aurungzebe. Sarmad renounced Judaism, briefly
converting to Islam and then Hinduism. He later denounced all religions
and rejected belief in gods.
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Sibel Kekilli – German actress of Turkish origin, known for her role as
'Shae' in Game of Thrones. Kekili was raised as a Muslim, but does not
belong to any religion anymore, and although she stated she respects all
religions, has criticised the physical mistreatment of women in Islam.
Sherif Gaber - Egyptian political activist and blogger.
Sofia Ashraf - Indian rapper and singer.
Taslima Nasrin – Bangladeshi author, feminist, human rights activist and
secular humanist.
Turan Dursun – Turkish writer. He was once a Turkish mufti and later
authored many books critical of Islam.
Valon Behrami – Kosovo-born Swiss professional footballer who plays as
a midfielder for English club Watford.
Waleed Al-Husseini – Palestinian philosopher, essayist, writer, blogger
and co-founder of Council of Ex-Muslims in France [fr] (CEMF).
Zackie Achmat – South African anti-HIV/AIDS activist; founder of the
Treatment Action Campaign.
Zara Kay – Tanzanian-Australian activist, founder of Faithless Hijabi.]
Zineb El Rhazoui – Moroccan-born French journalist and former
columnist for Paris-based satirical magazine Charlie Hebdo.
Zoya Akhtar – Indian director and screenwriter.
Became agnostics Edit
Abdullah al-Qasemi – one of the most controversial intellectuals in the
Arab world because of his radical change from defending Salafism to
defending atheism and rejecting organized religion.
Cenk Uygur – Main host of the liberal talk radio show The Young Turks.
He is an agnostic.
Fareed Zakaria – Indian-American CNN host. He is a self described
secular and non practicing Muslim. He added: "My views on faith are
complicated—somewhere between deism and agnosticism. I am
completely secular in my outlook."
Ibn al-Rawandi – early skeptic of Islam.
Ibn Warraq – British Pakistani secularist author and founder of the
Institute for the Secularisation of Islamic Society.
Seema Mustafa – Indian journalist, Political Editor and Delhi Bureau
Chief of The Asian Age newspaper.
Wafa Sultan – Syrian-born American psychiatrist and controversial critic
of Islam. She describes herself as a "Secular Humanist".
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Dr. Younus Shaikh – Pakistani medical doctor, human rights activist,
rationalist and free-thinker.
Zohra Sehgal – Indian actress who has appeared in several Hindi and
English language films.
Became deists:
Ahmad Kasravi – notable Iranian linguist, historian, and reformer.]
Ehsan Jami – former politician and founder of Central Committee for ExMuslims.
Became non-religious Edit
Nyamko Sabuni – politician in Sweden
Zayn Malik – English singer of Pakistani and English-Irish descent.
Adam Suleman[237] – Technology consultant and advocate for social
change of Canadian origin formerly known as Alykhan.
AND MANY MANY MORE:
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_former_Muslims
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Slavery
Quran says in one of the most shocking verses:
Source: https://quran.com/2/221
"And do not marry polytheistic women until they believe. And a
believing SLAVE woman is better than a polytheist, even though she
might please you. And do not marry polytheistic men [to your women]
until they believe. And a believing SLAVE is better than a polytheist,
even though he might please you. Those invite [you] to the Fire, but
Allah invites to Paradise and to forgiveness, by His permission. And He
makes clear His verses to the people that perhaps they may
remember." Quran [2:221]
Allah, the all-knowing and all mighty could have banned slavery with
one sentence in the Quran. But He did NOT. It is not Jesus or Moses,
who banned it. It was us HUMANS who realised that slavery is
immoral. It is through a non-religious organisation called the UN that
we stated it was UNIVERSALLY immoral and pushed every country to
ban it.
Research it and see. Tell us here last countries to ban it under pressure
from the UN.
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Islamic_views_on_slavery
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Allah, the all knowing and all mighty, could have banned it with one
sentence in the Quran. But He did not. It is not Jesus or Moses, it was
us HUMANS who realised that this is immoral.
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Research it and see. The last countries to ban it under pressure from
the
UN.
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Islamic_views_on_slavery
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Do not take our word for it Research it. And remember, Allah could have
banned it the same way He banned alcohol. But He did not!!
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_slavery_in_the_Muslim_wor
ld
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<<Note that Facebook will remove this suggesting it is
showing nudity.>>
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Afterlife
I don't know about you, if you replace Hoors (heavenly and mindless
virgins in heaven) with the word whores, Paradise will sound more and
more like a brothel!!
For centuries philosophers tried to solve grounding problem with
different kinds of morality. Many of which have different sources like
nature, mind, society, culture but Islamic morality is sourced from the
believers di*k.
Men are rewarded with virgins:" [For the Companions of the Right Hand]
We have created (their Companions) of special creation. And made them
virgin - pure."
Qur'an 56:35-36
These virgin Hoors will have firm breasts:" Verily for the Righteous there
will be a fulfilment of (the heart's) desires; Gardens enclosed, and
grapevines;
And
voluptuous
women
of
equal
age;"
Qur'an 78:31-33
Hadith confirm there will be 72 virgins each: 'The smallest reward for the
people of Heaven is an abode where there are eighty thousand servants
and seventy-two hoor, over which stands a dome decorated with pearls,
aquamarine and ruby, as wide as the distance from al-Jabiyyah to San'a."
Al-Tirmidhi, Vol. 4, Ch. 21, No. 2687
But wait, Sahih Bukhari disagrees and insisted the number of virgins in
paradise is limitless: Allah’s Apostle (The blessing and peace of Allah be
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upon him) said: "In Paradise there is a pavilion made of a single hollow
pearl sixty miles wide, in each corner of which there are wives who will
not see those in the other corners; and the believers will visit and enjoy
them."
Sahih Bukhari 6:60:402
Gets worse, Islamic books describe the paradise creature Hoor vaginas as
appetising and men constantly on viagra!!!
"Each time we sleep with a Hoor we find her virgin. Besides, the penis of
the Elected never softens. The erection is eternal; the sensation that you
feel each time you make love is utterly delicious and out of this world and
were you to experience it in this world you would faint. Each chosen one
[i.e. Muslim] will marry seventy [sic] hooris, besides the women he
married on earth, and all will have appetizing vaginas."
Al-Itqan fi Ulum al-Qur'an, p. 351
Men will be given the sexual strength of 100 persons
The Holy Prophet said: 'The believer will be given such and such strength
in Paradise for sexual intercourse. It was questioned: O prophet of Allah!
can he do that? He said: "He will be given the strength of one hundred
persons.
Mishkat al-Masabih, Book 4, Ch. 42, No. 24 A man's penis will remain
'ever-erect':
Abu Umama narrated: "The Messenger of God said, 'Everyone that God
admits into paradise will be married to 72 wives; two of them are houris
and seventy of his inheritance of the [female] dwellers of hell. All of them
will have libidinous sex organs and he will have an ever-erect penis.' "
Sunan Ibn Maja, Zuhd (Book of Abstinence) 39
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Wow. And they say Atheist leave Islam to follow their sexual
gratifications. Now you know why mostly men come here to defend Islam.
Little do they know, it was all made up. 😂😂😂
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The brainwashing with some goes very deep into everyday thinking...
Leaving no space for free-thinking...
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No one in the history of mankind had invented more perverted heaven.
To motivate men into mindless weapons of destruction, Muhammad
introduced the Hoor Al Ayn (  )حور العينwhich translate as Eye Beauty.
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These girls are described as mindless beauties, fully breasted, with such
white skin they are transparent you can see their veins, and they never
say no and will be virgins for eternity. Muslim men to live for eternity
frolicking 72 one of these, drinking alcohol, in castles full of little boy
servants. Muslim source below continues this ridiculous claim
referencing the Quran and Hadith.
Get a tissue first... You dirty mind, I meant you will cry
laughing. 😂😂😂
https://www.ummah.com/forum/forum/islam/general-islamictopics/209282-hoors-hoor-al-ayn-hurs-of-jannah-paradise-in-light-ofthe-holy-quran-and-hadiths
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Quotes
As a Muslim, I lived in a bubble that suggested Islam is *PERFECT* in
every way. And that no one (unless mentally unstable) would ever
leave Islam. So seeing people “claiming” to be Ex-Muslim comes as a
real shock to people.
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We do not tolerate people attacking all Muslims. Muslims are our
mothers, fathers, brothers, and sisters....they are good people born into a
brainwashing machine. But in their hearts of hearts, they are good people
like you and us. We are here to open their eyes to what really Islam says.
That is why we focus on the teaching, practices, and hypocrisy of Islamic
beliefs. We never generalise to suggest every person who has a Muslim
name or believes in Islam is a bad person. Remember to show them love
and be patient with them as they open their eyes for the first
time. ❤️❤️❤️
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#AwesomeWithoutAllah
Fay Rahman, ex-Muslim
Born in Bangladesh and raised by a conservative Sunni Muslim family
in London Fay is the eldest of five siblings. She studied at an Islamic
school where she became deeply religious. Fay began to question her
faith and in 2017 denounced Islam, and her family disowned her.
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#Pascal's wager is an argument in #philosophy presented by the
seventeenth-century French philosopher, mathematician and
physicist, Blaise Pascal (1623–1662). It posits that humans bet
with their lives that #God either exists or does not.
Just to be safe, believe in Allah/Jesus/Buddha. The reality, most
of us believe in the faith we were born into or by coincidence
coming across someone who shows us a different way. But is
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getting the right faith supposed to be a matter of "LUCK"? Is
picking the right religion (when they all have many bullshits)
supposed to be a guess?
Every faith out there, just search of people who left your faith
and read their arguments carefully. You will see they have very
good theological reasons for leaving - even if your blind faith
remains unwavering.
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We keep getting these questions and here is our response:
Why you left Islam?
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> Quran mainly but also the Hadith.
You probably did not understand it.
> I read the Quran cover to cover four times and many times in between.
Your problem you used the wrong translations.
> I read it in Arabic and cross-referenced with Tafseer.
You probably did not follow Islamic teachings.
> I prayed and fasted Ramadan 15 years of my life.
You are probably confused.
> I am not. I took years before I finally gave up. Did you study the Quran
and prayed as much as me?
No no no... you are not a real Muslim. 🏃🏃🏃🏃
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Brainwashing children is wrong, could this be a
solution? #exmuslim #tajikistan #arabictranslatedmemes
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Some fanatic Jesus_love_go_to_hell_if_disagree keep trolling us here. We
think they assume Ex-Muslims are confused people, ready to accept any
other shit. Like we are some ripe fruit ready to be picked. When we say
"No, thank you!" Then they show us their Christian_love with barrages of
insults and Bible posts. Spamming everywhere like when shit hits the fan.

Let us save you time. We know very much about Jesus, we also know a lot
about your history. Very peaceful Spanish inquisition and humane slavery
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trades. Your love of science is exemplary. When we took the decision to
leave Islam, we assessed the other options carefully. And we are not sorry
to say this:
We left a bunch of stupid ideas not to join another set of stupid ideas. All
the evidence you have is blind faith. Grow up!

The greatest show on earth?
If you do not believe Muhammad copied Christianity, research Waraqah
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Ibn Nawfal - Muhammad's maternal uncle and who influenced
Muhammad in the absence of his dead father. Waraqah Ibn Nawfal was a
priest in Christianity and Judaism.
Now ask yourself, WHY YOU NEVER HEARD OF HIM BEFORE? AND OPEN
YOUR EYES 👀
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Waraka_ibn_Nawfal
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We do not tolerate people attacking all Muslims. Muslims are our
mothers, fathers, brothers, and sisters....they are good people born into
a brainwashing machine. But in their hearts of hearts, they are good
people like you and us. We are here to open their eyes to what really
Islam says. That is why we focus on the teaching, practices, and
hypocrisy of Islamic beliefs. We never generalise to suggest every
person who has a Muslim name or believes in Islam is a bad person.
Remember to show them, love, even when they respond angrily. It is
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not easy. So please be patient with them as they open their eyes for
the first time. ❤️❤️❤️
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That is why we humans, over our evolution process, invented some 9000
gods. Somewhere objects and many abstract. Some lasted thousands of
years more than Islam. Like the gods of Egypt, Romans, and Eastern faiths.
The only reason you are not following them today is that they did not
force-fed people their faith.
But do not worry, your God, one written for that period of time. One you
know you cannot apply his commands to the word without being called
barbaric or feel like an animal. One who made a man from clay and needed
a rib to make females, yeah that one and only. That god #8936, no that
god is really special.
You on the other hand, not special. None of us is special. When that day
comes, we go to sleep like that monkey. We decompose like it, and people
may mourn us like that monkey you thought is just mindless animal. And
everything we did and done, melts away in our decomposing brains. We
go to how we existed before we were born. Nothing!!
Harsh reality it may be. I would rather face uncomfortable truths than
chase comforting lies. And we should lose no hope in saving this beautiful
planet and all that is in it.
Source of the images below:
https://www.newscientist.com/article/2089522-monkey-seen-caringfor-dying-mate-then-grieving-after-she-dies/
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How religion will be viewed in 60 years time!?
Here is our prediction:
If one would examine what all these faiths believe in and how technology
is developing, you may start seeing where we are coming from.
- Advances in genetics will mean people will overcome none accidental
deaths. If on average we live 30 years longer than people lived 60 years
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ago. We are likely to live even longer in 60 years time. Giving us more time
to examine our world and our faith.
- New life forms. Be that from space exploration or A.I. on earth. How will
we face a computer that has consciousness, asking if it needs to believe in
Jesus or Muhammad? Scientist believes we can genetically recreate
extinct animals and humanoids. Who is god then?
- Online exposure of all faith. For many years, religious leaders had a
stronghold on what is said and shared about their faith. Now, everything
they have tried to cover under the carpet from scientific errors to immoral
commands is exposed online.
To suggest religion will be on the up is blind faith not linked to facts. 23%
of born Muslim Americans do not believe in Islam anymore. 18%of British
Muslims do not believe in Islam either. Now 18% of Arabs describe
themselves of irreligious. Some of the biggest Atheist Ex-Muslims groups
we have ever seen are in Arabic. No longer Aysha's marriage to
Muhammad a secret that only the Sheikh would giggle and laugh about
her age and her cleaning prophet Muhammad semen from his garment We can all see it online in the Hadith online with horror. No longer Melk
Alamein ( )ملك اليمينa secret few religious Scholar knew. We all can see it
means women sex slaves and it is in the Quran!!
Time to put this bullshit faith to sleep. And face the facts. We are alone on
this planet. What we do cannot be undone by a supernatural being. We
have tested Islam for 1400 and all we got was... Well, you can finish that
sentence for me...
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There are many Ex-Muslim Organisations around the world now. All
run and managed by people who left Islam.
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This is a list of organisations that aim to support individuals that
have renounced Islam sorted by date of founding.
Central Council of Ex-Muslims (ZdE), Germany First ex-Muslim
organisation.
Council of Ex-Muslims of Britain, United Kingdom
United States Ex-Muslims INITIATIVE.
Council of Ex-Muslims of Austria.
Movement of Ex-Muslims of Belgium.
Association of Ex-Muslims of Switzerland.
Atheist Republic, Worldwide.
Atheist & Agnostic Alliance Pakistan, Pakistan
Ex-Muslims North Meetup Group, Northern England Based in
Bradford.
Council of Ex-Muslims of Singapore
Muslimish, United States welcomes both ex-Muslims and Muslims
Ex-Muslims of North America, Canada and the United States
Council of Ex-Muslims of France
Council of Ex-Muslims of Morocco
Ex-Muslims of Scotland
Association of Atheism, Turkey First legal atheist organisation in
Turkey.
Faith to Faithless, United Kingdom
Platform New Freethinkers 2015, Netherlands Supported by the
Humanistisch Verbond.
Ex-Muslims of Norway
Atheist Alliance of the Middle East and North Africa
Council of Ex-Muslims of Sri Lanka
Iranian Humanist Atheists & Agnostics, Iran
Ex-Muslims of South Africa, South Africa
Alliance of Former Muslims, Ireland
Council of Ex-Muslims of Jordan
Iranian Atheists & Agnostics, Iran
Council of Ex-Muslims of New Zealand.
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Central Committee for Ex-Muslims of Scandinavia
Ex-Muslims of the Netherlands

Thank you for reading our book. Look out for volume 2

Credits:
The Atheist Republic of Pakistan (Facebook)
The Ex-Muslim Memes (now closed: Facebook)
The Arabic Translated Memes (Instagram)
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